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PREFACE

We take it as a privilege to publish this book 'The Vision of
Reality' in English in six volumes written by our father.

Vol (1) : Self-Knowledge

Vol (2) : Mystery of Creation

Vol (3) : A Revelation

Vol (4) : The Supreme Secret of the Gita

Vol (5) : Practical Gita

Vol (6) : The Nectar of the Gita

We have already published the Telugu version in four volumes
and they are well received by the seekers of God. The last volume (5)
is yet be published.

These books give us the Vision of Reality. The vision becomes
open the moment the screen of illusion is lifed. The aim of these books
is to lift the screen so that the seekers of God will have the privilege
of direct experience of that Reality.

We hope the purpose will be fulfilled.

We could do all this only by the Grace of the Lord of Seven Hills,
the Abode of Bliss Sri Venkateswara

We earnestly seek His mercy, love and favour for our success.

Om Namo Venkatesaya

K. Sasi Bhushan
K. Rajaninatha Bhushan

Dr. K. Sudhakara Bhushan
Dr. K. Chandra Bhushan
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20. PRELUDE

20:1. THE WHOLE GITA IN ONE VERSE
Yatra Yogesvarah Krishno
Yatra Partho dhanurdharah
Tatra srir Vijayo bhutir
dhruv1 n2tir matir mama.   (18-78)

Sanjaya said :

"Where so ever there is Krishna, the Lord of Yoga, and the
blessed one Arjuna the Archer, there will I think surely be fortune,
victory, welfare and morality."

The whole of the Gita, infact, looks like a stage play. Hence the
Prelude and Finale have to be presented. "The essence of the Gita is
Yoga and the teacher is Yogeswara, Lord of Yoga. When the human
soul becomes enlightened and united with the Divine, fortune and
victory, welfare and morality are assured. Yoga is Vision and dhanush
is energy. We are called upon to unite them both, but not to allow the
Vision to degenerate into madness or the energy into savagery".

Divine Yoga, realisation of God through worship and entire
submission to His will and dhanus or active participation in the
furtherance of the cosmic plan are the two tremendous facts of life.
Spiritual Vision and social service should go together. Gita calls it
'Lokasamgraham' (3-20). The double purpose of human life, personal
perfection and social efficiency is indicated here.

20:2. WHO IS QUALIFIED TO
SPEAK OF VEDANTA?

Not qualified a person is
To speak of or to impart Vedanta
In the absence of Divine Command;
Not enough are mere
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Book knowledge and paper qualification;
Who so has a passion with
Commitment to speak of
Or to impart Vedanta should do so.
So says Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa.

20:3. ABOUT THIS TRANSLATION
The sonorous majesty of the original Sanskrit text
In translation can't be reproduced.
A mystical poem the Gita is
Rather than a philosophical doctrine;
Hence the inevitable repititions, contradictions,
And obscurities in it. Not disturbed they are here;
Too intricate is the meaning of the Verses in Sanskrit
And hence made concise they are
Without losing the precision or fidelity of the original
Resorting not to any bombast, pleasant
The translation is made for reading
And perceiving the timeless message
Of the great 'Song Divine'.
The aim and purpose of this
Translation is that for sure.
The apparent simplicity of
Language in translation
Reflects the effort to find
The nearest English equivalent to each
Sanskrit word as far as possible
Even at the expense of rhythm at times
To present a fairly correct idea of
The poem eternally great.

In a sort of free Verse written it is
With no metrical and rhyme shackles,
But embanked in free flowing rhythm
Comprehensible that makes it, more easily
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With in the limits of the meaning of the Verse,
Avoiding personal pronouns like thou,
thy, Thine, thee, ye though used
Traditionally in poetry referring to God
More intelligible to make it
To reach the ambit of the common man.

20:4. CHARACTERS IN THE GITA
1. Vyasa : He is not a character in the Gita, but the immanent seer

(all pervading). The legend says he is deathless and he is still at
Badari in the Himalayas engaged in meditation. He was himself
a participant observer in the epic. It is said that the whole epic
Mahabharata which includes Gita, was dictated by Vyasa in three
years to Ganesa who had understood every word before putting
it down in writing on palm leaves. His name is mentioned three
times in the Gita.

2. Sri Krishna : He is the divine incarnation of the Supreme God
in human form to reestablish the declining dharma in the world.
As He Himself says in the Gita (4-7). He incarnates Himself
whenever dharma (righteousness) declines and adharma
(unrighteousness) increases. He is the Almighty God 'Vishnu'.
The Supreme, though unborn and undying becomes manifest in
human form to overthrow the forces of ignorance and selfishness.

3. Arjuna : He is the supreme archer and greatest hero, but a typical
human being struggling in hesitation when he needs to act
according to his duty on the battle field.

4. Sanjaya : Vyasa gives him divine sight to see everything
happening on the battle field of Kurukshetra while sitting with
Dritarashtra, in the palace and narrates everything to him.
Dritarashtra is the blind Kaurava emperor.

5. Dhritarashtra : He is the blind emperor of the Kauravas and
the typical hypocrite.
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20:5. MEDITATION
"Sarvopanishado gavo dogdha gopala nandanar |
 Pardho Vatsah sudheer bhokta dagdham Gitamrutam."

(Prefixed to Gita Verse No.4)

Sarva upanishadah = all the upanishads
gavah = the Cows
gopala nandanar = son of the Cow herd (Krishna)
doghda = The milker
Pardhah = Arjuna
Vatsah = the Calf
sudheehih = Men of purified intellect
bhokta = the drinkers
Gitamrutam = the nectar of Gita
mahat = the supreme
dugdah = the milk

"All the upanishads are the Cows, the son (Krishna) of the Cowherd
is the milker; Arjuna is the Calf, men of purified intellect are the drinkers
and the supreme nectar the Gita is the milk."

20:6. INVOCATION
Taught by the blessed Narayana Himself, to Arjuna,
Compiled by, the ancient seer, in the middle of the Mahabharata,
The bestower of the nectar of nondualistic Wisdom in

Chapters eighteen,
O Mother, O Bhagavadgita, the destroyer of rebirth
I meditate on thee. Verse (1)

O Vyasa! you, of lotus eyes,
And mighty intellect,
Who have lighted the lamp of Wisdom
Full of the Mahabarata – oil,
You, we salute. Verse (2)

O you the wish-yielding tree
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For those who take refuge in you
You hold in one hand the Cowherds cane
You the milker of the divine nectar of the Gita,
You the holder of Jnanamudra in the other hand,
To you, O Krishna, our salutation. Verse (3)

Even as the herd of Cows, the upanishads are
The son of the Cow herd as the milker,
Partha as the sucker – Calf
Men of purified intellect as the drinkers
Of the supreme nectar, the milk of the Gita. Verse (4)

You the son of Vasudeva,
The supreme bliss of Devaki,
The Guru of the universe
The Destroyer of Kamsa and Canura
O Krishna, as God, we salute you Verse (5)

The battle – river,
With Bhishma and Drona as its banks
Jayadhradha as the water of the river,
King of Gandhara as the water-lily,
Salya as the shark, Kripa as the current,
Karna as the mighty waves,
Asvadhama and Vikarna as water monsters,
And Duryodhana as the Whirlpool in it,
Was indeed Crossed over by the Pandavas,
With you, O Krishna as the ferryman. Verse (6)

May this spotless lotus of the Mahabharata.
Growing on the waters of the words of Parasara's son,
With Gita as its stong sweet fragrance
With many a narrative as its stamens
Held fully open by the talk of Hari,
Drunk joyously by the honey-seeking souls
The good and the pure in the world,
Who so ever wishes to be free from the taints of Kaliyuga
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May this produce in them the highest good. Verse (7)

Him whose compassion makes dumb eloquent,
And the crippled cross the mountains,
Him, All-blissful Madhava,
We salute! Verse (8)

To that supreme One whom
Brahma, Varuna, Indra, Rudra and the Maruti
Praise in divine hymns,
Of whom the sama-singers sing,
Of whose glory sing the Upanishads and the Vedas,
Whom the yogis see in their minds
Absorbed in perfection in meditation,
Of whose limits Devas and Asuras know not,
To Him, Krishna! the epitome of love we salute! Verse (9)

20:7. ULTIMATE REALITY
Brahman + Maya (Caitanya) = Isvara (Saguna)
Saguna Brahman is Qualified Brahman.
Brahman + Avidya (Nescience) = Jiva.

Ultimate Reality is Absolute Brahman. From the Absolute
(Infinite) comes the Finite Reality through Conscience or Caitanya
which manifests as Nature (Prakriti). Nature is manifested in two forms.
One is Material Nature and the other is Live Nature which has Self
(Soul) and body. Body is the replica of live Nature and the Self is
the ultimate but founded here in physical body. Material Nature is
Objective with no Self and Live Nature is subjective with Self.
Objective Nature is Kshetra (Field) which is Feminine. Though not life
and Mind it has energy called Cosmic Energy. This projects itself as
Ego which is Femine and Negative.

Live Nature is positive and Masculine. It represents Purusha
also called Kshetrajna (Knower of the Field). It has mind that can be
called Cosmic mind or Consciousness. This purusha is Cosmic Dancer
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because he symbolises the self-interaction of the particles. An electron
constantly interacts with itself by emission and immediate reabsorption
of photon. The photon emitted by electron is a vital particle. It cannot
fly off. It has a transient span of life. It appears and disappears. It
originate from electron and it merges into the electron. The electron
becomes electron again. This is all dance and the whole dance is
transient and imperceptible.

Every particle in the matter moves, vibrates not only in the
subatomic field but in atomic field also. A field is a term which refers
to a pervading area with homogenuity and continuity. This vibration or
movement of the particle is imperceptible. It is said that the particles
have so much liberty that in favourable conditions they can go round
the world in 15 days. There is no particle in any matter that is
stationery.

Swami Ranganadhananda quotes Fritz Capra in his book
"Practical Vedanta and the Science of Values" (P28): "For the modern
physicists, then, Siva's dance is the dance of subatomic matter. As in
Hindu mythology, it is a continual dance of Creation and destruction
involving the whole Cosmos; the basis of all existence and of all
natural phenomena. Hundreds of years ago, Indian artists Created
visual images of dancing in a beautiful series of bronzes. In our time
physicists have used the most advanced technology to portray the
patterns of Cosmic dance. The bubble chamber photographs of
interacting particles, which bear testimony to the continual Creation
and destruction in the universe are the visual images of the dance of
Siva, equalling those of Indian artists in beauty and profound significance.
The metaphor of the Cosmic dance thus unifies ancient mythology,
religious art and modern physics. It is indeed, poetry, but none the less
science".

The concept of Cosmic dance is very old in Indian mythology and
philosophy. The Rigveda (10-72-6) describes the vigorous dance of the
particles on the stage of Cosmic field.

"When the gods took their places there in the water with their
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hands joined together a thick cloud of mist arose from them like dust
from the dancers".

'Mist' or 'dust' refers to the atomic particles of water; mist plays
an important part in Creation by virtue of its mixed state of half water
and half air, mediating between matter and spirit. Nasadiya Sukta
(10-129-3) says, "Darkness was hidden by darkness in the beginning;
with no distinguishing sign, all this was water. The life force was
covered with emptiness, that one arose through the power of heat.

Distinguishing sign means the difference between night and day,
light or darkness or possibly sun and moon. 'Tapas' designates heat, in
particular the heat generated by ritual activity and physical mortification
of the body.

Desire came upon that 'One' in the beginning that was the first
seed of mind, poets ('Kavi') seeking in their heart with wisdom found
the bond of existence in non-existence. (Nasadiya Sukta. Rigveda
10-129-4). 'Kavi' here means seer.

Brahma Sutra (1-3-39) speaks of Cosmic Vibrations 'Kampan1t'–
on account of Vibration.

Everything trembles in the Prana which is Brahman. The whole
world is born of Prana on account of Vibration. Here Prana does not
mean the vital force in the physical body, but it is the source of vital
force.

"All the universe and wahtever there is in the world emerges and
moves because there is the Supreme Brahman, which is a great terror
like an uplifted thunder bolt." (Kat.Upanishad 2-6-2) The idea imparted
is that just like servants methodically follow the commands of their
master, this univese consisting of the sun, the moon, the planets, the
constellations and the stars continues methodically because of
Brahman.

Brahman is the cause of the life of the whole world including
'Prana'. 'Prana' is also often used to denote Brahman in the 'Sruti'. The
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upanishadic description of Prana (Kat.Up.2-6-2) corresponds to the
unified field of quantum physicists. This is the 'ULTIMATE
REALITY'. That is the UNIVERSAL SELF.

THE UNIVERSAL SELF AND
THE INDIVIDUAL SELF

The Universal Self Individual Self
This is Atman This is Jiva
The 'Absolute'. Turiya state of the
(Pure Consciousness) Individual Self.

(1) Nirguna Brahman Turiya
or Atman

(2) Isvara. Saguna Brahman Deep sleep state
with Jnana Sakti Pr1jn1

(3) Hiranyagarbha Brahman Dreamful state
Pr1na Taijasa
with Iccha Sakti and
also Kriya Sakti

(4) Virat Form Wakeful state
Pure Consciousness Vaisvanara
associated with the Individual body
totality of gross
bodies of Creation
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CREATION : (A)

1. Brahman Caitanya = Pure Consciousness
(Purusha)

unmanifested. (avyakta)
2. Prakriti gunas are in equilibrium

Manifested (vyakta)
when the equilibrium is disturbed

3. Mahat

4. Buddhi

5. Ahankara

6. Manas 7 to 11 Five organs 17 to 21
(Mind) of perception Five tanmatras

12 to 16 Five organs 22 to 26
of action Five gross elements

Tanmatras are the finer materials of the gross materials. They
are the potentials or the essences of the corresponding five gross
elements. The physical universe manifests itself to us in five ways as
smell, touch, taste, sight and sound. The gross elements, earth, water,
fire, air and sky are produced from the tanmatras, smell, taste, sight,
touch and sound respectively. However there is variety in the
combination of the five tanmatras to form the gross elements. Because
of this variety we find the universe in various aspects. The tanmatras
are not visible to our eyes.
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CREATION : (B)

With preponderance of 'Tamas' through panchikarana gross
elements are formed.

Tanmatras are primordial elements that manifest from Atman
associated with ajnana or ignorance. They are also called subtle elements
or Sukshma Bhutas. Creation takes place out of them associated with
Atman.

Prakriti

Mahat

Ahankara

Manas (Mind)

Five sense organs (Jnanendriyas)

1. Nose – potential – smell
           tanmatra
gross element – Earth

2. Tongue – potential – taste
               tanmatra
gross element – Water

3. Eyes – potential – seeing
          (or) form tanmatra
gross element – Fire

4. Skin – potential – touch
          tanmatra
gross element – Air

5. Ears – potential – sound
           tanmatra
gross element – Sky

These potentials are from
'Satvika' part of Jnanendriyas.

Five Karmendriyas
(Motor organs)

1. Mouth – Speech potential

2. Hand – Catching potential

3. Feet – Walking potential

4. Excretory – expelling  potential
organs         waste matter

5. Organs of    –   Reproduction
Reproduction   potential

These potentials are from
'Rajasic' part of Karmendriyas.
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EVOLUTION

Science

1. State of Singularity.
Unmanifest

2. The Big Bang
Manifest

3. Cosmic Radiation
4. Primeval Plasma
5. Electromagnetic Waves
6. Elementary Particles
7. Gaseous Elements

Hydrogen and Helium
8. Galaxies and Stars
9. Planets and Earth
10. Plant Life
11. Animal Life
12. Homo Sapiens
13. Humans
14. Big Crunch

Spiritual

1. Maha-Bindu. Cosmic Seed.
Ayakta

2. Sabda Brahman. Visphota.
Creation – Vyakta

3. Nada – OM
4. Cosmos – Ether
5. Sparks – Lightning
6. Tanmatras
7. Vayu – air
8. Fire
9. Water and Earth
10. Responses
11. Brain and instinct
12. Mind and intelligence
13. Self – awareness, inspiration

and intuition
14. Pralayi – Dossolution

End of Cosmic Cycle

THE JIVA
                     Brahman (Pure Caitanya)

Jiva – has

Three Sarees Five Kosas Three avasthas (states)

1. Sthula Sareera Annamaya Kosa Jagrat – Visva

Pranamaya Kosa
2. Sukshma Sareera Manomaya Kosa Svapna – Taijasa

Vijnanamaya Kosa

3. Karana Sareera Anandamaya Kosa Susupti – Prajna
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TEXT

THE BHAGAVADGITA
(FOUNTAIN OF ELIXIR)





CHAPTER I

THE HESITATION AND DISTRESS OF ARJUNA
(ARJUNA VISHADA YOGA) (Verses 1 to 47)

The Lord says to Arjuna (Gita 2-11) "You grieve for those who
are not to be grieved for". The instruction of the lord, "Attain the highest
human Goal, through the performance of one's natural duty", is for all
in general. And the story in the form of a dialogue between the Lord
and Arjuna is meant to 'eulogize' knowledge.

Arjuna, eventhough well known for his nobility, lost his
discriminating wisdom under the influence of sorrow and delusion
which were caused by affection arising from such ideas as, "I belong
to them, they belong to me", with regard to kingdom, teachers, sons,
friends and others. As a result he desisted from the battle which was
the duty of Kshatriya and to which he had proceeded of his own accord
itself and chose to live on arms etc. Other's duty is prohibited for
kshatriya.

Receiving this enlightenment through the Lord's instruction, he
getting rid of sorrow and delusion, gained his objective by becoming
once again engaged in his natural duty. Thus this knowledge is praised
by showing that it is more praise worthy and serves a great purpose.

Dhritarashtra was eager to find his own sons victorious but he
was doubtful whether the battle would be fought at all and that if
fought his sons would win.

There was no question of fear in the hearts of Pandavas on seeing
the Kaurava army. On the contrary Duryodhana was struck with fear.

1. The War Question (Verses 1-28)

Dhritarashtra said :
1. Ranged thus on the sacred

Field of Kurukshetra, eager to fight
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My sons and the sons of Pandu
Tell me Sanjaya, What did they do?

Sanjaya replied :
2. Seeing Pandava forces

In battle array,
His teacher, Duryodhana approached,
With these words he addressed him.

3. O Preceptor! behold the mighty forces of Pandavas
By Drupada's, drawn up in battle array,
The gifted pupil of yours,
There in stands ranked.

4. Here are mighty-bowed heroes
Equals in war to Bhima and Arjuna
Yudhama, Virata and Drupada
The mighty warriors.

5. Dhrishtaketu and Cekitan
And the King of Kasi, the Valiant,
Also Purujit and Kuntibhoja,
And the best among men, Salya.

6. Yudhamanyu, the strong,
Uttamana, the brave,
Also the son of Subhadra and the sons of Draupadi,
All of them mighty warriors.

7. Know also, O! Best of the twice born
Excellent Chiefs, Commanders of my line,
Whose names I joy to count,
Listen for your information.

8. Yourself the first,
Then Bhishma, Karna, Kripa fierce in fight,
Asvadhama, Vikarna, also Somadatta's son,
All many battles won.
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9. Many other heroes as well
Ready for my sake to die to day
Each with his weapon grasped,
All well skilled in war.

10. Unlimited this army of ours
By Bhishma protected, looks limited,
That army of theirs by Bhima
Guarded looks sufficient.

11. Therefore, all in your stations
Stand firm in all fronts
Do protect Bhishma alone
Guarding him on all sides.

12. To cheer up Duryodhana's heart
The powerful grand sire, Bhishma
Thundered forth a lion's roar
And his couch he blew.

13. At the signal of the grand sire
With burst to wake the blood
Like a lion's roar all of a sudden
Trumpets, drums, horns blared forth.

14. In their great chariot stationed
Yoked to white horses
Sri Krishna and Arjuna their divine Conches
They both blew, stirring tumult around.

15. His P1ncajanya Krishna blew
And Arjuna his Devadatta,
Bhima of terrific deeds and appetite,
His mighty Conch Paundra he blew.

16. The son of Kunti, Yudhishtira
Blew his Conch Ananta Vijaya,
Nakula blew his shell Sughosha,
While Sahadeva blew Manipushpaka.
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17. King of Kasi, the archer supreme,
Subhadra's son of powerful arms,
Sikhandi, Drishtadyumna, Satyaki and Virata
All blew their conches on all sides.

18. Drupada and the sons of Draupadi,
And strong armed son of Subhadra,
On all sides blew their respective couches,
From every niche, O Lord of earth.

19. That tumultuous uproar
Resounding through earth and sky,
The hearts of Dritarashtra's sons shook
Their echoes from sky rebound.

20. Seeing Dritarashtra's sons' battle arrayed
And as the flight of missiles almost started
Arjuna whose banner was Hanuman, the ape
Took hold of his famous blow.

21. Hrishikesa! he then addressed
O Lord of earth! these words he spoke :
"Draw up my chariot please
To yonder ground between the two armies.

22. "So that I may these men observe
All drawn up eager for battle
With whom I have to match my might
In this strife of war".

23. I see those who are gathered here
Ready to fight and eager to achieve
What is dear to the evil minded
Sons of Dritarashtra.
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Sanjaya said :
24. Being thus by Arjuna addressed

Krishna drew up that best of Chariots
And between the two armies he placed it;
O Dritarashtra! decendent of Bharata.

25. Facing Bhishma and Drona both
And all the Chiefs of the army,
"See, O Son of Pritha (Arjuna)" he said,
"Your kindred Kurus assembled here".

26. There saw Arjuna among others
Fathers and grand fathers as well
Teachers, uncles, brothers and sons
and grand sons as also companions.

27. Also F1thers-in-law and friends as well
In both the armies, he saw them swell,
When Arjuna saw all his kins men
Arrayed there the war to win.

Arjuna said :
28. With great pity Arjuna's heart melted

While these words he uttered :
Seeing all these kinsmen, eager to fight O! Krishna,
My limbs fail and my mouth is parched up.

2. Distress of Arjuna (Verses 29-47)

29. A shudder thrills my body
My hair bristles with horror
My limbs are going awry
And my skin burns all over.

30. My bow, Gandiva slips from my hands
Hardly steady I can stand
Reeling as it were my mind itself
Adverse omens I see.
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31. Nor do I see any good, O Krishna
From slaying my kinsmen in the battle.
Nothing do I foresee but woe and wail,
The life with in me seems to swim and faint.

32. For Victory, O Krishna, I do not long
Nor Kingdom, nor pleasure
Of what use is kingdom to us
Or enjoyment or even life itself.

33. Those for whose sake we desire
Sovereignty, pleasure and enjoyment
Are gathered here in battle array
Their lives and wealth giving up.

34. Teachers, sons and their sires as well
Are here along with their grand sires
Uncles, kins and fathers-in-law
Grand sons, brothers in law, other kinsmen too.

35. These I would not consent to kill,
Though they kill me, if they so will :
Not even for three worlds to gain
Much less for that of this earth.

36. What pleasure, O Krishna, can be ours?
After Dritarashtra's sons are slain?
But only sin will accrue to us
These malignants if we kill.

37. Hence ought not we kill
These sons of Dritarashtra
Indeed how can we be happy
O Krishna, by killing our own people?
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38. Blinded by lust and wrath
These men cannot see the sin
Of 'Kingly lines' over thrown and kinsmen slain,
How should not we, who see, shun such a crime?

39. Why should not we realise, O Janardana
To be wise to turn away from the sin,
That brings the dynasty to ruin
Knowing very well the wrong in it.

40. Once the family does collapse,
Its ancient laws too are lost
Rites neglected and piety extinct
Enters impiety upon that home.

41. Its women grow corrupted
When lawlessness prevails,
Whence there spring mad passions,
Then mingling up of Castes can arise.

Note : Caste here refers to 'varna' though the present system of caste
in no way corresponds to the Gita ideal.

42. Sending Hell-ward that family
And its destroyers as well;
The ancestral spirits fall
Without the ritual of rice and water.

43. By the misdeeds of the destroyer of a family
Intermingling of Castes (Varnas) proceeds
The eternal laws of the family and the Varna
Become destroyed resulting in great loss.

44. With family laws reduced to naught
The men of the families, we have heard it said
Will in abominable hell
Live for an eternal spell.
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45. Alas! what a great sin
Have we resolved to commit
In striving our men to slay
Through our greed for kingdom.

46. Far better would it be for me
To get slain in the battle
By the sons of Dhritarashtra
While I remain without fighting.

Sanjaya said
47. So speaking on the field of battle

Arjuna sank down on the chariot,
And let fall his bow and arrows
Being sick at heart.

Here ends the First Chapter of
the Gita Upanishad entitled

"The Book of Distress of Arjuna"
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CHAPTER II

THE WAY OF SANKHYA
(SANKHYA YOGA) (Verses 48 to 119)

What is Sankhya in the Gita? That which is united with numbers
is Sankhya. What are these numbers? In the process of acquiring
knowledge of Creation, we have to turn to numbers which are the source
for the formation of the universe. That recourse to numbers is called
'Sankhya'. The principles are 'tatvas' which are 24 in number. These 24
principles are in Prakriti (Nature). These are lifeless forms (Anatma).
To relinquish these and realise Brahman who is the witness of all is
'Sankhya'.

In this Chapter the idea of 'Self' is elaborated and also the morality
of the embodied is stressed. So it is called Sankhya Yoga. But it is in
no way an extension of Sankhya System. The 24 principles are : (tatvas)

Purusha
|

Prakriti
|

(1) Mahat
|

(2) Budhi
|

(3) Ahankara
|

(4) Manas
    (Mind)

(5-9)     Five organs of sense

(10-14) Five organs of action

(15-19) Five tanmatras

(20-24) Five gross
            elements
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Five Tanmatras are the potentials of sense organs; Sound potential
(Ears), Touch potential (Skin), Sight potential (Eyes), Taste potential
(Tongue), Smell potential (Nose).

Five gross elements are : Ether (sky), air, fire, water and earth.

These 24 principles make up the universe of mind and matter.

Manas (Mind) is complete transmission organ.

There is considerable variation in the combination of five
Tanmatras, also called subtle elements. The subtle elements are the
source of action which includes formation of bodies and also Nature
which is basically inactive. The subtle elements constitute the gross
elements which activate the universe. The bodies of beings are the
replicas of Nature. As such they are also activated by these principles
or tatvas and the result is karma or action. Thus these principles are
the source of Karma Yoga. So Sankhya Yoga in the Gita is not a replica
or an extension of Sankhya System but a pretude to Karma Yoga of
the Gita.

The Purusha in the Sankhya System resembles the Atman of the
Gita but with one fundamental difference. The Atman of the Gita is
unchanging, omnipotent 'Self' which is one with all-pervading Brahman
which is 'One'. But the Purushas in Sankhya System are many. They
are infinite in number. However the Purusha of Sankhya System is also
formless, subtle beyond mind and senses, beyond time and causation.

Then what is the comparison between Sankhya System and the
Gita Yoga. Sankhya is torso (body) with no head. The Gita Yoga
supplies the head and makes the 'whole' the basis of the edifice.

The Gita nowhere for a moment admits the multiplicity of
Purusha as primal truth of being. The Gita affirms emphatically what
the Sankhya System strenuously denies, the 'One' as the Self and
Purusha and that 'One' again as the Lord Isvara (not Siva) or
Purushottama and that Isvara as the cause of the universe. The Lord
by His nature becomes the Jiva. The Atman in the Gita is Purusha or
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Self. It is all pervading, it is mind, it transcends intellect, it has no
beginning. It is formless and immutable.

Sankhya also has these qualities but Purusha in the Gita is only
One and that is Parmatma. Individual Selves (Jivas) are all that One
Self existing in many bodies just as One sun appears as many in the
water in different pots. They are reflections of the 'One'. So also the
individual 'Selves' or 'jivas' are only phases or aspects of the 'One Self'
or we may call them images. These phases or aspects are the 'Jivas' or
the 'Jivatmas'. These 'Jivatmas' are enclosed in the subtle bodies.

But the Sankhya atmas are many. These atmas are Purushas
themselves not images. When these Purushas are embodied they become
'Jivatmas'.

Thus 'Sankhya Yoga' of the Gita is definitely not a reflection or
extension of Sankhya System. 'Yoga' is the way to God.

1. Krishna's Rebuke and Exhortation (Verses 1-3)

Sanjaya said :
1. To him thus overcome by self-pity

His troubled eyes tear-dimmed
Much depressed he was in mind
This word Madhusudana spoke.

2. To you whence has come this dejection
How in this hour of Crisis does it appear?
To the men of noble mind it is unknown
Unheavenly, bringing disgrace?

3. To this unmanliness yield not
O Partha, not worthy of you it is
This petty faint-heartedness cast off
O oppressor of the foes, arise!
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2. Arjuna's Doubts are Unresolved (Verses 4-10)

Arjuna said :
4. How can I, in the battle these worthy men

Bhishma and Drona in war defeat
Strike them with shafts?
O Krishna! the slayer of enemies.

5. Better it is to live on begger's bread
Than to slay these teachers noble and good,
Though ambitious they are for gains, after their death
Delights smeared with blood, would I enjoy?

6. Nor do we know which for us is better
Whether to be Victor or be vanquished here,
The sons of Dhritarashtra standingin battle array here
Whom if we slay, we should not care to live.

7. Lost in pity, by doubtings tossed
My thoughts distracted, I turn to you
Tell me, for certain, which is better
For, your pupil I am seeking refuge in you.

8. I know not what would heal this grief
That dries up my senses and no relief it gives
Not though unchallenged domain of the earth I gain
Or full sovereignty of the gods I attain.

Sanjaya said :
9. Having thus spoken to Lord Krishna

Arjuna the mighty slayer of foes said sighing
"O Govinda, I will not fight"
And held silence then.

10. To Arjuna thus deeply depressed standing
Betwixt the two armies, Krishna
Did answer in divinest verse
With tender smile.
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3. The Distinction between Self and Body
(Verses 11-30)

Sri Krishna said :
11. You grieve where no grief should be

Yet you speak words that seem wise
Wise men mourn not for those
That live nor for those that die.

12. Never was a time when I was not
Nor you, nor any one of these lords of men
Nor ever will there be a time here after
When we all cease to be.

13. As in this body the self passess through
Infancy and youth and old age,
So is its taking on of another body,
Which the wise know and fear not.

14. Sense-contacts with the elements, O Arjuna,
Bring you heat and cold, pleasure and pain,
Brief they are and mutable
These, learn to bear with.

15. Who by these unmoved remains
With constant calm, takes indifferently
Both, pain and pleasure, only such is wise, O Chief of men,
Lives in the life undying.

16. No manifestation for the nonexistent,
Nor is there ceasing to be of the existent,
Distinct as such these two are,
But only perceived by the seers of truth.

17. Know that which pervades all this universe
Cannot by any means be destroyed or changed,
To destroy this immutable Being
To no one it is ever possible.
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18. Our finite bodies, it is said
With eternal Self embodied
That is deathless, endless, infinite;
Perish. Let them perish, and fight O Arjuna.

19. Self cannot slay, nor is Self slain
He who thinks it as both slain and slayer
Knows not the whole truth,
Never it slays nor is slain.

20. Never was the Self born, nor will it cease to be,
Nor having come to be, never again ceases to be,
Birthless, deathless and changeless,
Remains the Self for ever.

21. Knowing the Self to be eternal
Constant, birthless and immutable
How can one say, O Partha!
'I have slain a man or I am slain'?

22. Nay, as one lays his worn-out robes away,
And new ones he puts on in their place,
Even so its garb of flesh the Self sheds
And passes on to inherit a residence afresh.

23. The weapons cleave not the Self,
Nor does flame burn it,
No water can make the Self wet,
Nor can the winds ever wither it.

24. Uncleavable, unburnable it is,
Nor can be wetted or dried, eternal it is,
All pervading, stable and immovable it is,
Ever all itself and the same for ever it is.
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25. Beyond all thought, unmanifest it is,
In it no change can ever be wrought,
As this is the Soul declared, how will you then grieve?
Grieve not knowing it as such.

26. Self is born, even if you think so
And perpetually dies and is gone,
Even then, O Mighty-armed,
You ought not to grieve for it.

27. Birth ends in death and in birth death ends
Ordained it is, and certain it is
For what befalls, that can not be prevented,
Over this inevitable, you should not grieve.

28. In their beginnings, unmanifest the beings are,
Manifest they are in the middle,
Unmanifest again in their ends,
To lament, what is there in this?

29. As a marvel one visualises Self,
As a marvel one speaks of it,
Still another hears of it as a marvel,
But the True Self no one has known.

30. The dweller in all bodies, the Self
Eternal it is, can never be slain
Therefore O noblest Arjuna!
Grieve not for any One.

4. Appeal to a Sense of Duty (Verses 31-38)

31. Have regard for your own duty
Falter never you should.
Nothing nobler there is for warrior
Than a battle enjoined by duty.
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32. Happy indeed are the warriors
For whom war comes unsought
By chance it comes, no choice it offers
A gateway unto heaven it opens for him.

33. But this righteous battle if you shun,
Which your duty as a Kshatriya makes your right,
Shunning your duty and glory
Nothing but sin, incur you will.

34. Besides, men will ever recount
Your eternal infamy with no doubt,
For one of noble blood, disgrace
Worse than death it is I say.

35. Great warriors will ever say
From battle you fled out of fear,
They who had for you high esteem
Will make light of you.

36. Many a word, unmentionable it will be
Will by your foes be scattered,
Slander they will your valour,
What sadder can be anything else.

37. Slain in battle, heaven you will win,
Or by Victory reign you will the earth,
Hence, O Son of Kunti arise
And brace your arm for conflict.

38. Pleasure or pain, gain or loss
Treat alike Victory or defeat,
So minded gird up for battle,
There by no sin you shall incur.
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5. The Insight of Yoga (Verses 39-41)

39. Thus far, Wisdom this is of Sankhya given to you,
Listen now, the deeper teaching of the way of the Yoga,
This Wisdom if your intellect accepts,
The bondage of action you will be rid of.

40. Here in no effort is ever lost,
Here shall no obstacle prevail,
This righteousness here even a little
Saves one from great peril.

41. Resolute 'Will' brings, O Arjuna,
A singleminded determination,
But the 'Will' that is irresolute
Endless it remains divided.

6. No Wisdom for the Worldly-Minded (Verses 42-46)

42. Speciously with flowery words do fools deem,
The undiscerning do contend,
The Vedic words they do extol,
Nothing else there is, they say.

43. Desire their very nature, seekers of heaven,
In various rites aplenty for wealth and power,
For rebirth as fruit of good deeds done,
Much profit they seek for works of faith.

44. Thus devoted to enjoyment and power,
Lured by the words of the Veda,
Least concentration on the Self.
Seduced thus becomes their intelligence.

45. With the 'Modes' threefold the Vedas deal,
O Arjuna, be free from the hold of nature threefold,
Pure and from dualities freed
Be unconcerned and possessed of the Self.
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Note : Dualities = pairs of opposites like pleasure and pain, profit
and loss, joy and sorrow, victory and defeat. (etc)

46. As is the use of a pond in a place
Flooded with water every where,
So is that of Vedic rituals
For the Brahmin in Wisdom mature.

7. Selfless Work (Verses 47-53)

47. To action alone you have a right,
And never at all to its fruits,
Your motive let not the fruits be,
Neither inaction let there be.

48. Firm in Yoga, do you work
Abandoning attachment, O Arjuna,
In success and failure with even mind
For, evenness of mind is yoga.

49. Far inferior indeed is mere action
To the right-thinking mind, O Dhananjaya,
Therefore seek refuge in wisdom,
Miserable are they who thirst for rewards.

50. With this wisdom endowed
Good and evil alike, one discards,
Take to Yoga, therefore
For, skill in action yoga is.

51. Wisemen endued with the idea of equanimity
Fruits of their action they renounce
Freed they are from the bonds of birth
Reach the state of liberation.
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52. When your intellect stretches
Beyond the maze of delusion,
Indifferent you will become then
To all scriptures heard and to be heard.

53. Be wildered by the Vedic doctrines
Your intellect shall now stand
Unshaken and stable in the Lord,
The insight of Yoga you will attain then.

8. The Perfect Sage (Verses 54-72)

Arjuna asked :
54. What is the mark of one with firm wisdom?

Whose meditation is stead fast,
How does he with steady mind speak,
Sits he, moves he like other men?

The Blessed Lord said :
55. All desires which shake the mind, O Partha,

When a man puts them away
Soul-ful comfort in himself he finds
'Man of steady wisdom' he will be.

56. Neither dejected in sorrows, nor in joys overjoyed;
Free from the stress of lust, fear or anger,
fixed in calms of lofty meditation
Such a one of settled mind, he is the true sage.

57. He who tonone and no where overattached
Good or evil does not exult or hate,
Accepts whatever comes without excitement or pain,
His wisdom is firmly set.

58. As the wise tortoise draws-in all its limbs into its shell
Every sense from its sense-object
From every side who detracts
Illumined he is called.
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59. Who abstains from feeding on them
From the soul the objects of sense turn away
But the taste for them still remains,
Vanish they will and be aroused no more when the Supreme is seen.

60. Turbulent sense-storms sweep the mind astray,
However much for perfection one strives;
His impetuous senses, O Son of Kunti,
By force they will carry off the mind by the roots.

61. Strong self-control regain he should
Should remain firm on yoga, on Me intent;
Firmly set his wisdom becomes
Only when his senses are mastered.

62. When on sense-objects his mind dwells
Attachment to them quickly swells,
From attachment springs desire in no time
Anger lingers not far behind desire.

63. Anger breeds delusion
And delusion results in memory-loss,
Lets the noble purpose go and saps the mind,
Till mind and man are all undone.

64. One who moves among the sense-objects
But with a disciplined mind
Free from attachment and aversion
A serene mind he attains.

65. Such a man comes to tranquility
Which causes the end and healing of his earthly pains,
With his intellect at peace
The will governed sets the soul at peace.
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66. No intellect for the mind not integrated
Neither is there the power of concentration,
And no peace for him without concentration,
Without peace how can there be happiness?

67. Here and there the senses rove
Making the mind run after them;
The wisdom then totters
As a ship in whirl wind driven to wreck and death.

68. Only he, O Mighty-Armed!
Whose senses are not swayed by things of sense,
Only he who holds his mastery
Gets his wisdom firmly set.

69. What is midnight gloom for all beings
Shines the wakeful day for the enlightened soul,
What seems as wakeful day for all
Is thick night of ignorance for the sage of vision.

70. Unto whom all desires enter
As raging waters of mighty rivers
Into the ever motionless sea that never overflows,
Such is the saint, not he who hugs his desires.

71. All desires abandoning,
Free from pride and passion and lust,
Without the sense of me and mine
Eternal peace he attains.

72. That is the state of Brahman, where no dread rests,
When that bliss of God is reached, O Partha!
Lives where he will forever, and at the last step
Die when he may, Nirvana in Brahman he attains.

Here ends the Second Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled "The Book of Sankhya"
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CHAPTER III

THE WAY OF ACTION,
SELFLESS ACTION

(KARMA YOGA) (Verses 120 to 162)

The entire meaning of the Gita is introduced in the first chapter.
That is again in brief rather aphoristically stated in the second chapter.
Steadfastness in selfless works (nishkama-karma) comes first; from that
follows purification of the mind; there after the renunciation of all
actions. Then comes steadfastness in devotion to the Lord. From the
comes steadfastness in devotion to the knowledge of Reality and the
result of that is 'Jivan Mukti' which comes through cessation of
nescience consisting of the three Gunas and continues upto the end of
the experience of the fruits of 'Prarabdha Karma'. At the end of that
comes 'Videha-Mukti' (Freedom of the disembodied). That is 'Karma
Yoga' which is explained here.

Thus steadfastness in Action, has been primarily summed up
here. But steadfastness in knowledge, the goal, has been presented in
connection with it in a secondary way.

"By knowing Him alone one transcends death; there is no other
path to go by." (Sv.up.3-8)

1. Arjuna's Confusion : Why Then Work at All
(Verses 1-2)

Arjuna said :
1. If you opine, O Janardana!

Knowledge is superior to action,
Why then do you impel me
To this deed savage and dreadful?

2. I am by your confusing speech disturbed,
Bewildered is my intellect,
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Decisively then tell me
How the final beatitude I can attain?

2. Life is Work – Two Fold Path (Verses 3-7)

The Blessed Lord said :
3 O blameless one, two-fold way of life

By Me has been taught in the past;
The path of work for the men of action,
And the Jnanayoga for the meditative.

4. Not by abstention from work
Does one attain freedom from action
Nor by mere renunciation
Does one attain perfection.

5. No one can for a moment remain
Without doing work,
All are made to work by force
By the impulses born of nature with or without our will.

6. Who organs of action restrains
But on sense-objects his mind dwells,
Deluded becomes his intellect,
A hypocrite he is said to be.

7. Who by mind controls his senses,
Not seeking gain, O, Arjuna!
The path of action he follows,
An excellent person he is.

3. The Importance of Sacrifice (Verses 8-16)

8. Performing the duties allotted
Better it is than shunning work
Even physical body to maintain
Active one has to be ever.
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9. Do work as and for a sacrifice for you
By action is this world bound,
Act therefore, Arjuna! as a sacrifice
From all attachments remaining free.

Note : All work is to be done in a spirit of sacrifice, for the sake of
the Divine. Sacrifice means sacrificing any hope of reward.
Sacrifice means giving up. Then work itself becomes sacrifice.
'Yajna' means the Supreme Lord. 'Yajnartham' simply means
sacrifice for the Supreme Lord.

10. Long ago, did the Lord like wise
Create men and sacrifice both,
"By this you multiply and this cow
The milk of your desires shall yield" said He.

Note : Sacrifice should not be taken as brutal killing of animal to get
one's selfish desires fulfilled. The Gita's theory of sacrifice is
stated in two separate chapters; one we find in the third chapter,
another in the fourth; the first gives it in language which might
taken by itself, seems to be speaking only of the ceremonia
sacrifice; the second interprets that into the sense of a large
philosophical symbolism, transforms at once its whole
significance and raises it to a plane of high psychological and
spiritual truth. The whole of Gitas gospel of works rests upon
its idea of sacrifice and contains in fact the eternal connecting
truth of God and the world and works.

For him who does all actions to be done in life
considering them as 'Yagna' or sacrifice, there will be no
sorrow either in the beginning or in the middle or at the end
of life. Such who realise that there is only joy and never
sorrow in life, are said to have realised the secret of Creation.
One who gives alms without any selfish motive will always
be getting wealth and fortune even unsolicited. Such thought
or feeling is like inexhaustible vessel that supplies food with
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a mere wish (Akshaya Patra). That shall be unto him 'Kamadhuk
or Kamadhenu" the mythical Cow of Indra from which one
can get all one desires. Thus life itself is to be taken as 'Yajna'
(Sacrifice).

11. If by work the gods you nourish,
They in turn will make you flourish,
Thus fostering each other
The supreme good you shall attain.

12. If by sacrifice you gain
The desired gifts from gods
Who enjoys without offering it to them
He indeed is a thief stealing.

13. Eatings the remnants of sacrifice
Freed you are from all sins;
Who only for themselves cook food, they eat sin,
Of renunciation sacrifice is born (Tyaga).

14. From food creatures are born,
And from rain is food born,
From sacrifice comes rain,
And of work sacrifice is born.

15. Action from Brahman orginates
From the Imperishable, Brahman originates;
Thus the all-pervading Brahman
In sacrifice eternally rests.

16. He that abstains to help
The rolling wheels of the world.
Is evil in his nature, O Arjuna,
Sensual in his delight, lives in shame and vain.
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4. Work without Motive (Verses 17-26)

17. With the Self alone he delights,
With the Self alone he is content,
With the Self alone he is satisfied,
For him there exists no duty to be done.

18. No motive he has in his work done,
Nothing from action he has to gain,
Also nothing from inaction he has to lose,
Nor does he depend on any one for his work.

19. Therefore, from all attachments free
Do your duty what ever it is.
For, the highest bliss man ever attains
Doing his duty with do attachment.

20. By works alone Janaka and other saints
Blessedness they reached;
Hence for world-welfare to sustain
Action you should embrace.

21. What ever a great man does
The same by others is done as well;
For, what ever best men do
That, the multitude will follow.

22. Look on Me, O P1rtha!
Not bound to any toil I am in the three worlds
Nor anything more to attain
Still ever engaged I am in action.

23. If I act not, earnest and watchful
Who ever looks to Me for guidance,
to sloth again they sink back;
For, My foot steps they follow in every way.
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24. Ruined all the worlds will be,
Doing work, If I cease,
Creator of disordered life, I will be.
The world's destruction, the result will be.

25. From attachment to work the ignorant act,
Even so the wise should act but with no attachment,
For the welfare of the world they should act
Ever free from any attachment, O Arjuna!

26. Let the wise not unsettle the ignorant
Who to their work are still attached;
In a spirit of yoga the wise should act
Devoted to work he should make them.

5. The Self is No Doer (Verses 27-32)

27. All work that any one does
To the three Modes of Nature it conforms
But by egoism in self-sense he thinks,
"I am the doer".

28. But who ever knows the true self distinct
From the nature's Modes and their work,
Also knows well Modes act and react
But remains he always unattached.

Note : Modes are qualities or 'Gunas' : Sattva, Rajas and Tamas.

29. Those by nature's Modes are misled
Get attached to the works by them done,
But who of this are well informed
The minds of the ignorant they should not unsettle.

30. In Me renounce all your works
With your mind on the Self fixed;
Free from desire and ego you fight
Be delivered free from your fever.
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31. Who ever practises this teaching of Mine
With firm faith and no complaints,
They too get liberation
Being released from bondage of action.

32. But those who My teaching slight
Or decline to follow it as a whole
Know them to all wisdom be blind
Lost and senseless they are to be doomed.

6. Nature and Duty (Verses 33-35)

33. Even one in wisdom mature
Acts according to his nature;
When their nature living beings follow
Then what for is the restraint of senses?

34. Attachment and aversion fixed are they
To every object of that sense;
Under their sway, let no one come
For, his two way layers they are on the way.

Note : Way layer is that which waits for and then stops.

35. Better one's duty even meritless
Than another's duty done very well;
Better is death in one's own duty
Than another's fraught with peril.

7. Desire and Anger (Verses 36-43)

Arjuna said :
36. What impels man to commit sin?

As if by force, O Krishna!
Even against his will to commit,
Being made to submit by some other thing, as it were.
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Krishna said :
37. Craving and anger, these are (K1ma and Krodha)

Born of the Mode of Passion (Rajas Guna)
Most sinful and all devouring,
Mighty it is to be your enemy here.

38. As white fire by smoke is blotted,
And as mirror by dust covered,
As embryo by womb enveloped,
So is wisdom by passion veiled.

39. Enveloped is wisdom, O Arjuna!
By the raging fire of desire,
The constant foe of the wise,
And insatiable ever it is.

40. The senses, mind and intellect
Its seat constant they are,
Veiled is wisdom, thus by it
By it is deluded the embodied soul.

41. Therefore, from the beginning, O Arjuna!
Let all your senses be controlled,
Slay all the evils that destroy
Wisdom and discrimination.

42. Great are the senses, it is said
Greater is the mind than the senses,
Greater still is intellect than the mind,
Superior to intellect is the Self.

43. Knowing who is beyond intellect,
By the Self steadying your self,
Smite the enemy in passion's guise,
Though hard it is O Mighty-armed!

Here ends the Third Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled "The Book of Action"
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The two yogas : the Yoga of Knowledge as the goal and the
Yoga of Action as its means have been presented in the previous two
chapters. Still implying their identity in the identity of results of the
end and the means, the Blessed Lord praises the Yoga of Action
which is the means and the Yoga of Knowledge which is the end with
a view to instruct about the various kinds of their qualities.

In other words this chapter speaks of the Yoga which has been
spoken in the previous two chapters, and which is characterised by
steadfastness in Knowledge and associated with renunciation can be
achieved through Karmayoga. The import of the Vedas, characterised
by engagement in, and detachment from action, culminates in it. This
very yoga is sought to be taught by the Lord in the whole of the
Gita. So, considering that the purport of the Vedas stands concluded,
the Lord praises in by recounting how it was traditionally handed down.

1. Tradition of Jnana Yoga (Verses 1-4)

Krishna said :
1. This yoga imperishable it is,

To Vivasvan I taught it first,
To Manu Vivasvan gave it,
To Ikshvaku Manu spoke it.

2. Thus by tradition handed down
The royal sages knew it
Till with lapse of time this yoga perished
And was lost to the world, O Arjuna!

CHAPTER IV

THE WAY OF KNOWLEDGE
(JNANA YOGA) (Verses 163 to 204)
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3. Now once again declared
It is by Me to you this day,
Since My devotee and friend you are
For, the supreme secret this is.

Arjuna said :
4. Later was your birth

Earlier was Vivasvan born,
How then am I to understand
That you declared it in the beginning.

2. Divine Incarnations (Verses 5-15)

The Blessed Lord said :
5. Many are My lives that are past

As also yours, O scorcher of foes!
All of Mine I know them
But you know yours not, Arjuna!

6. In truth unborn, imperishable I am,
Lord of all that breathes, yet to be born I seem,
Established I am in My own nature
By M1ya, by My magic I come into being.

7. When ever righteousness declines
And the unrighteous alone reign,
O Arjuna! I incarnate Myself
My real nature I manifest.

8. For the protection of the good
And the destruction of the wicked
Righteousness to reinstate
From age to age I come into being.

9. Who knows the truth of My task,
My divine birth and works,
Never after death is reborn,
But to Me he comes, O, Arjuna!
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10. Delivered from passion, fear and anger
With his mind fixed upon Me,
Refuge in Me he takes, burnt clean
In the blaze of My being, in it he inheres.

11. Whatever may men worship Me
Even so do I accept them;
What ever path they move in,
In My path they walk, O Partha!

12. Seeking the fruit of their actions
Their gods, Men worship in this world
For, in this world of Mortals
Very soon comes the fruit of actions.

13. The four-fold order (Varnyam) I created
Based on a person's qualities and gifts
But its Creator though I am
Know, incapable I am of change or action.

14. Not bound by any action I am
Nor do I yearn for its fruition;
Who knows Me acting thus,
Action binds him not.

15. Thus knowing all the seekers of old
Worked seeking liberation;
You too therefore should like wise do
As done by the ancients in former times.

3. Action and Inaction (Verses 16-22)

16. Deluded are even the sages
As to action and inaction;
But I will declare to you how action
Can from evil liberate you.
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17. Know you should what right action is,
Likewise also what wrong action is,
Also about inaction you should know,
For, mysterious is the way of action of grasp.

18. Who in action sees inaction
And inaction in action too
He alone is among men wise
Accomplishing all his work, Yogi he becomes.

19. All purified whose actions are
With no hankering for fruits desired,
Burnt up clean by the fire of knowledge
Him alone do the wise call a sage.

20. Having abandoned all attachment
To action and its fruit, ever content
Without any dependence, he works
But does nothing though ever engaged in work.

21. Desireless, stable in mind and body
Giving up all possessions
Doing action by the body alone
Free he becomes from any stain.

22. Content with whatever may befall
Passing beyond the pair of opposites and envy
Unmoved by success and failure
Even when he acts, he is not bound.

Note : Pair of Opposites : Pleasure and pain; Joy and sorrow etc.

4. Sacrifice and its Symbolic Value (Verses 23-34)

23. Who is devoid of attachments and is liberated
His mind in wisdom firmly set
Who does work as a sacrifice
His entire work melts away.
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24. The act of offering is Brahman,
As also the sacred fire and oblation
Into the fire of Brahman, by Brahman it is is offered,
Brahman he attains seeing God in all his works.

25. Some yogis offer sacrifice
To the gods as their sole device,
Others offer the Self as the Self Itself
Into the fire of the Supreme Self.

26. Some offer joys of senses, delights of eye and ear
Into the subtler fire of self-control
The objects of senses, some others offer
As sacrifice into the fire of sense.

27. Some others offer all their sense functions
And their vital forces as well
In the fire of yoga of self-control
Lighted by knowledge of the Supreme.

28. Like wise some offer material gifts or penance,
Still others their spiritual exercises,
Their learning and study, others offer,
Subdued are they with Vows severe.

29. Devoted to breath-control some
Their vital force as sacrifice they offer,
Offer their in-breath into out-breath
And out-breath into in-breath as well.

30. By restricting food others offer
Their life-force itself as sacrifice into life-breath,
Knowers of sacrifice, they are all,
By sacrifice have their sins destroyed.
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31. Who feed on the sacrificial remains,
Eternal Brahman he attains;
Who offers no sacrifice, this world is not for him,
Much less the other world, O Best of the Kurus.

32. Thus many forms of sacrifice are
Set forth as means to reach Brahman;
Born of work they are all, you should know,
So knowing freed you shall be.

33. Better is knowledge as a sacrifice, O Arjuna!
Than any great material sacrifice,
For, in wisdom all works culminate
With no exception what so ever.

34. These are gained by humble reverence,
Also by inquiry and service,
And by humble heed of those who see the Truth,
In wisdom they will enlighten you.

5. In Praise of Wisdom (Verses 35-42)

35. When you know all this, O P1ndava!
Into delusion you shall not fall,
For, all beings you will see in your Self
Then in Me everything.

36. Even if the worst of the sinners
You happen to be such,
By the boat of wisdom alone
Cross over, you will all sins.

37. As the blazing flame that is kindled
Feeds on the fuel till it sinks to ash;
O Arjuna! Even so the fire of wisdom
Will burn to ashes all actions.
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38. Indeed there is nothing on earth
Equal in purity to wisdom
Who in Yoga becomes perfect
Will in time attain this of himself in his Self.

39. Who has faith and is absorbed in devotion
With his senses subdued well
Wisdom he gains very soon
And thus the supreme peace he attains.

40. The ignorant without faith
With doubting mind perish they will,
The doubting soul no joy does it find
In this world or the world beyond.

41. By Yoga who renounces all action,
By Knowledge who destroys all doubts,
His Self who ever possesses, O Arjuna!
Not bound by works, free he becomes.

42. With sword of wisdom, O Arjuna!
Cut asunder the doubt in your heart
That is born of ignorance of the Self
Resort to yoga of action, arise to fight.

Here ends the Fourth Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled

"The Book of Knowledge"
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Karma Yoga itself seems to melt into Karma Sanyasa Yoga. It
has already been said in the previous chapter : "He who finds inaction
in action (4.18) and when "he is engaged in yoga, he is a performer of
all actions" and his actions have been burnt away by the fire of wisdom
(4.19). One who has the mind and organs under control and is totally
without the possessions, he incurs no sin by performing actions merely
for the maintenance of the body (4.21); Remaining satisfied with what
comes unasked for, being free from spite and equipoised under success
and failure he is not bound even by performing actions (4.22); All actions
in their totality culminate in knowledge (4.33); and the fire of knowledge
reduces all actions to ashes (4.37). All actions do not bind one who has
renounced actions through yoga (4.41). Finally to clear the doubt – which
is the bettr of 'actions' or 'renunciation', the Lord said, "you undertake
yoga consisting in the performance of action". Renunciation and Karma
yoga both lead to liberation. But among these Karmayoga excels. (5.2)

Arjuna asked the Lord, "As knowledge and action cannot coexist,
tell me which is superior of the two. Whether renunciation devoid of
knowledge is better or karmayoga is better". The answer is given in this
Chapter V. The conclusion of the Lord is that steadfastness in the yoga
of knowledge was taught for the Knowers of the Self, the Monks while
steadfastness in Karmayoga was for the Yogis.

1. The Goal of Renunciation (Verses 1-12)

Arjuna said :
1. Yet, Krishna, at one time

The renunciation of works, you praise;

CHAPTER V

THE WAY OF RENUNCIATION
OF ACTION

(KARMA SANYASA YOGA) (Verses 205 to 233)
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Then soon their unselfish performance,
Of these two which is plainly better? Tell me.

Sri Krishna said :
2. To cease works is well,

To do works selfless is good
To Bliss Supreme they both lead
But superior is selfless action to renunciation.

3. Who seeks not and also rejects not
True Renouncer of action firm and fixed;
Free from the dualities, released
Is he easily from bondage, O Mighty Arjuna!

Note : Dualities : Joy and sorrow, success and failure etc.

4. It is the ignorant that speaks of
Of Samkhya and Yoga as different
Not the wise who follows either well
The fruit of both he attains.

5. Who sees these two as one
With real Vision he sees
The status attained by the men of renunciation
Is attained also by men of selfless action.

6. Without yoga, O Mighty-armed (Arjuna)
Difficult is renunciation to attain,
A 'Yogayukt' – he is a Saint earnest
Who wends straight away to Brahman.

Note : 'Yogayukt' : Karma-Yogi.

7. Trained in action and pure in soul
Master of himself with senses in control,
Universal Self, whose Self has become
Not tainted he is by actions he does.
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8. "Nought of myself I do!" thus will he think,
In seeing, hearing, touching, smelling,
Tasting, walking, sleeping, breathing;
Who knows the Truth of truths, is united with the Divine.

9. In speaking, emitting or grasping
Opening or closing eyes, he holds
Only senses are acting with sense objects,
"This is the sense-world playing with senses," rest assured.

10. He that acts in thought of Brahman
All attachment abandoned, resigning
To God all his actions, not touched by sin is he,
Even as a lotus leaf by water, always assured.

11. Giving up attachment, yogis do work
Merely with the body, mind, intellect
As also with senses alone, they toil ever
Towards their souls' release.

12. Renouncing fruit of deeds, such votaries
Endless peace gain; the passion bound
Under the sway of desire they work,
Fastened down to the fruits they get.

2. The Enlightened Self (Verses 13-18)

13. Renouncing all actions with mind
The embodied soul dwells god like at ease
In the City which has nine gate ways
Neither working nor causing to work.

Note : the City = the body

14. Neither the work nor the passion for work,
Does the Lord Create for the World
Nor lust for fruit of Work, nor does He act;
It is man's nature that pushes to these.
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15. The Lord of this world neither does accept
The virtue nor the sin of anybody,
Wisdom by ignorance is enveloped,
Thereby deluded the beings get.

16. Whose ignorance is chased by light
Of Knowledge of the Self, clear shines
The Supreme Self manifest as if the Sun
Of Wisdom has risen to shed his beams of dawn.

17. Him meditating still, Him seeking,
With Him blended, staying with Him,
A state of no turning back they reach,
All their sins by wisdom washed away.

18. On a brahmin learned and humble,
A cow or an elephant like wise
Even a lowly dog or an out caste
The sages an equal eye do cast.

3. Union with the Divine (Verses 19-27)

19. Even here by those whose mind on equality
Rests, the relative existence is conquered;
Therefore, are those established in Brahman
For, Brahman is flawless and even in all.

20. Not elated on getting the pleasant,
Not over-sad on getting the unpleasant,
Poised in mind and undeluded
Is the knower of Brahman and in Him established.

21. Being unattached to the external sense-objects
He finds Bliss that is in the Self;
With his mind absorbed in Brahman
Undecaying Bliss he enjoys.
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22. The joys that spring from sense-life
But only sources of sorrow they are,
A beginning and an end they have,
No wiseman in them delights, O! Arjuna.

23. He who learns to master lust and anger
Even while he lives and bears his body's chain,
Yogi he becomes in true sense
A poised and happy man he will be.

24. His happiness he finds within, his joy,
Also within, likewise his light only with in
That Yogi becomes divine and does
Reach 'Brahma Nirvana' the beatitude of God.

25. The sages with their sins effaced,
With doubts dispelled, mind controlled,
Devoted to the good of all beings
Attain absorption into Brahman.

26. The Yatis from passion and desire freed
Anstere with their minds subdued
Who have realised the Self
Oneness with Brahman they attain.

27. All external contacts shut out,
Eyes quiet gazing from fixed eyebrows,
The inward and outward breaths equalized
Moving with in their nostrils still and close.

28. Ever intent on liberation, the sages
With their mind, senses and intellect controlled
Free from desire, fear and anger
Are indeed ever liberated.
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29. Knowing Me as the Enjoyer
Of sacrifices and austeritics,
As the Great Lord of all and Friend of all beings
The sage does surely attain peace.

Here ends the Fifth Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled

"The Book of Renunciation of Action"
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This chapter is intended for forming aphorisms on the Yoga of
Meditation. So this chapter begins with the explanation in detail of the
yoga that was presented aphoristically in the last three verses at the end
of fifth chapter.

While intendeing to enjoin the practice of yoga by renouncing all
actions, He praises Karmayoga in two verses apprehending that it may
be presumed to be inferior on accout of its having to be renounced.

Since rites and duties (ie) actions are preliminary disciplines of
Yoga of Meditation, action have to be undertaken by a house holder
who is qualified for them, so long as he is unable to ascend to the yoga
of Meditation. Hence Karmayoga is praised here.

In the case of the sage who wants to attain to Dhyanayoga, but
has already entered the householder's life. Agnihotra sacrifices (etc)
when performed without desire for their benefit, become a means to
ascend to Dhyana Yoga through the purification of the heart. Accordingly
he is praised by saying that he is a monk and a man of meditation.

This is the essence of this Chapter (6).

1. Renunciation and Action are One (Verses 1-9)

Sri Krishna said :
1. He who does the work he has to do

With no care for its fruit
Is sanyasi and yogi, both in one
Not one who rites and rituals shuns.

CHAPTER VI

THE WAY OF MEDITATION
(DHYANA YOGA) (Verses 234 to 280)
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2. Know that which is called Sanyasa
To be same as Yoga, O Arjuna!
For, no one can ever a yogi be
Who is not from desire for the fruit of action free.

3. For the sage with a wish to attain to yoga
Actions as the only means remain;
When he has attained to yoga
Serenity is said to be the means.

4. Ceasing from all works wisdom is
Because the perfect yogi acts
But acts unmoved by passions
unbound by actions, setting result aside.

5. Let a man lift himself by himself;
Let not him trample down himself;
For, Self alone is self's friend
And Self alone is self's foe as well.

6. For him with his self controlled
By his Self, in his Self a friend;
the very Self will act as enemy if unpossessed,
For, the lower self is to be mastered by higher Self.

Note : Lower self is Jivatma and higher self is Atman.

7. For the self-controlled and serene
Abides his Supreme Self ever concentrate
Poised in heat and cold, in pleasure and pain
As also in honour and dishonour.

8. Content with wisdom and knowledge attained,
Being steady, has his senses controlled,
He is steadfast yogi it is said
Who sees a clod, a stone and gold all as one.
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9. Equal-minded to friends and foes,
Chance-comers, strangers and lovers
Aliens and Kinsmen, saints and sinners
Loving all alike he excels among them.

2. Eternal Vigilance over Body and Mind (Verses 10-17)

10. Let the Yogi concentrate his mind
On the Supreme Self in solitude and alone,
With his mind and body subjugated
With his thoughts controlled, passions laid away.

11. In a fair, still spot fixing his abode
With his own seat firm and steady
Neither too high nor too low laid
With Kusa-grass, a deer skin a cloth covered with.

12. There on the seat let him meditate
Setting hard his mind upon the One
His thoughts and senses restrained
Silent and calm to purify his soul.

13. With his body, neck, head erect,
His gaze absorbed upon his nose-end,
Steady, firm, unmoving and straight
Letting not eyes anywhere else wander.

14. Tranquil in mind fearless and rapt
Firm in his vow of celibacy, devout
His mind subdued musing on Me
Lost in the thoughts of Me as the goal Supreme.

15. That Yogi, so devoted, so controlled,
Ever himself thus harmonized,
Comes to the peace beyond, My peace
The high Nirvana that in abides.
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16. Yoga is not for him who too much feasts,
Or too much fasts, nor for him
Who sleeps away, an idle mind
Nor for him who in waking wears his strength, O Arjuna.

17. Temperate in bood and recreation
With his actions restrained,
His sleeping and waking regulated,
There ensues yoga destroying all sorrow.

3. True Yoga (Verses 18-26)

Sri Krishna said :
18. When the mind is so disciplined,

Centres on the Self alone untouched by stress of sense,
From all desires liberated out right
Then harmonized in Yoga, he is said to be.

19. As a lamp sheltered from the wind,
Flickers not and remains steady;
So is the Yogi of subdued thought,
Who with Self has union gained.

20. With all thoughts shut from sense-storms
When mind broods placid soothed with holy wont
Sees the Self by the self purified
Wavers not and finds Bliss in the Self.

21. In which he finds supreme delight
Experienced but by his intellect only
Which does all his senses transcend
No longer does he waver from the Truth.

22. On gaining which he deems
No other gain beyond it comparable,
Harboured there he cannot be shaken
Or stirred even by any gravest grief.
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23. Let that be knows as 'Yoga'
Untouched by all contact with pain,
The yoga should ever be practised
With conviction and with mind undismayed.

24. Let him all desires with no exception renounce
Born of fancy and selfish will
Restraining well on all sides
The senses by the mind alone.

25. Little by little let him get
His mind in the Self absorbed,
By the intellect regulated,
With every other thought rejected.

26. Where so ever roams the fickle mind
From there let it be restrained
And be reined back to the control
Of the Self alone with no exception.

4. The Vision of Oneness (Verses 27-32)

27. Whose mind has become tranquilised
Whose passions are at rest
Who is stainless, has become one with Brahman
To this Yogi indeed comes Supreme Bliss.

28. He who thus to the Supreme Self
Vows his soul, quitting sin
Passes unhindered to the Infinite
Bliss of contact with Brahman.

29. He so vowed, so blended
Sees the Self in all things living
And all living things in the Self
Gets the Vision of sameness everywhere.
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30. Who so thus sees Me in all
And in Me all things he sees
I am not lost to him
Nor to Me he is ever lost.

31. As the One alone the perfect Yogi knows Me
Worships Me abiding in all beings;
Whatever his mode of life be
In Me he dwells and lives.

32. Who ever sees with equality everything
In the image of his own Self, Arjuna!
Whether in pleasure or in pain
A well-perfected Yogi, he is considered.

5. Control of Mind (Verses 33-45)

Arjuna said :
33. Yet again, this yoga of evenness of mind

That you now declared, Madhusudana!
I see no fixity and I cannot reach it
For, so restless is my mind.

34. For, very fickle is my mind, O Krishna!
Impetuous, strong and obstinate;
To curb it as difficult, I find
As to hold the way ward wind.

Sri Krishna said :
35. No doubt there is, O Son of Kunti!

Restless and Wavering Man's mind is
Yet by practice and non-attachment
It can be brought under control.

36. If you cannot control the mind,
Yoga becomes hard to attain;
But by the self-controlled attainable
It is if he stoutly strives through proper means.
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Arjuna said :
37. When one's fickle mind strays away,

And from Yoga it wanders away,
Having faith he still fails to attain Yoga,
What way does he go then, O Krishna!

38. Does he not like a rent cloud perish
Fallen from both this life and the life eternal?
Without any support lost he is
From Brahman's light in delusion.

39. I like to hear you answer me here in
For, Krishna! none but you can my doubt clear
Clear it till nothing is left behind
For, delusion so much I am in.

Sri Krishna said :
40. Neither here nor here after, O Partha!

Is there destruction for him,
Who does always good acts prefer
Never does he the path of woe tread.

41. The world of the righteous they will attain
And there for countless years remain;
The slider from yoga born he will be
In the house of the pure and prosperous.

42. Or it may chance, descend
He does into the family of yogis
With wisdom and insight, for, rare
It is indeed to get such a birth in this world.

43. There the impressions of yoga he regains
Which in previous life he had acquired,
With this as the starting, point, strives
He again harder for perfection, O Arjuna!
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44. For, by the old practice he is drawn on
Unwillingly; and is forcibly enticed
Only to get the purity of yoga; even a seeker
Of yoga all scriptural rules soon transcends.

45. But the yogi striving strong and long
Purged of all sins, perfected through
Many lives, then atlast attains to
The aspired Goal Supreme.

6. The Perfect Yogi (Verses 46,47)

46. Above ascetics, such a yogi ranks,
To the wise he is superior
Greater than mere devotees of work
Therefore, do become a yogi, O Arjuna!

47. Of such yogis, truest and best
Is he who worships Me
With his inmost Self abiding in Me,
Him, I hold as the most attuned to Me.

Here ends the Sixth Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled

"The Book of Meditation"
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'Jnana' is knowledge of Self. 'Vijnana' is wisdom which means
realisation of Brahman and His action and inaction. In other words
wisdom is proper application or utilisation of knowledge. If we put it
in a simple way knowledge is knowing and wisdom is experiencing
directly what we know of Brahman. Sankara says that Jnana is the
knowledge of the Self and other things acquired from the scriptures and
the Gurus.

Vijnana is the personal experience – 'Anubhuti' – of the things
so taught. On the whole Jnana is spiritual knowledge and Vijnana is
logical knowledge.

All the instructions in the Gita amount to declaring that liberation
comes from the knowledge of the great upanishadic saying "Thou art
That" – 'Tat Tvam Asi'.

If we analyse the Gita with reference to yoga, the first six
chapters deal with Karma Yoga and how far the renunciation of
actions is a means to attaining knowledge. The next six chapters are
devoted to Jnana Yoga. Jnana here means knowledge of Self. Here the
subject of karma is not entirely dismissed but is harmonised with the
path of knowledge with an undercurrent of Devotion (Bhakti). The last
six chapters entirely deal with Bhakti yoga or the path of love and
devotion. The insistence here is on worship and love of One Supreme
Lord. At the same time Jnana (Knowledge) and Karma (action) do not
disappear. Both are harmonised with Bhakti (Devotion). Through this
triune way of knowledge, action and devotion runs the thread of
Rajayoga or the path of Meditation which insists on poise, self-control,
tranquility and meditative life.

There is another angle in the division of the Gita into three books

CHAPTER VII

THE WAY OF REALISATION OF WISDOM
(JNANA VIJNANA YOGA) (Verses 281 to 310)
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of six chapters each with reference to the great 'saying' 'Tat Tvam
Asi' – 'Thou art That'. The first book comprising the first six chapters
deals with the true nature of 'Self' – 'Tvam – 'Thou'. The second book
explains the nature of 'Tat' or 'That' – Parmatma. The last book with
the last six chapters brings out the truth of the identity of 'Thou' with
'That'. Thus 'Thou art That' – 'Tat Tvam Asi' forms the subject matter
of the Gita and the whole of the Gita is only an exposition of this
teaching.

If we put it other way, the main theme in the first six chapters
is renunciation of action as the means to attaining Knowledge and the
ascertainment of the word 'Thou' in 'Thou art That'. The next six
chapters are devoted to the Brahman which is to be meditated upon.
These chapters deal with the ascertainment of the meaning of the word
'That'. The last six chapters are concerned with determining the
meaning of the sentence 'Thou art That' as a whole. It has the full
knowledge of Reality as its dominant theme.

All this amounts to one thing that the knowledge of the great
upanishadic saying 'Thou art That' is the source of liberation.

In the last verse of chapter six (6-47) the Lord says, "Even among
all the yogis, he who adores Me with his mind fixed on Me and with
faith, he is considered by Me to be the best of the yogis". Now in this
chapter (7) He instructs Arjuna that, "the reality about Myself is of
this kind, and one should have his mind fixed on Me practising the
yoga of Meditation and taking refuge in Me, he will know Me with
certainty and fullness."

1. God is Nature and the Spirit (Verses 1-3)

Sri Krishna said :
1. Learn now, Partha! how, if your mind

Be set ever on Me, still practising yoga
Yet making Me your Refuge, with no doubt
You shall know Me in full hold of Me.
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2. That knowledge together with realization
That utmost lore I will declare to you
Whole without reserve, knowing which
Nothing more there shall be left to be known.

3. Among thousands of men, one perchance,
Strives for perfection and even of those
That are perfect, one only here and there
Scarcely knows Me, as I am in truth.

2. The Two Natures of God (Verses 4-6)

4. Earth, water, fire, air and ether
Mind and self-sense with intellect,
Together these eight make Me manifest;
Thus is the eight-fold division of My nature.

5. These My lower nature comprise
But know that higher nature of Mine
That is Atman in every one, O Valiant One!
By which is sustained this whole world.

6. Know that all beings born have these two,
The lower and the higher for their origin;
Origin of this universe, I am;
This universe I make and I unmake.

3. Divine Immanence (Verses 7-15)

7. Than Me higher there is nothing else,
No other Maker there is, O Dhanamjaya!
All that is here is strung on Me,
As hangs a row of pearls upon its string.

8. The taste of water I am, O Arjuna!
As also the light in moon and the sun,
The syllable of 'Aum' I am in the Vedas as well
The sound in ether as also manhood in men I am.
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9. Of the moist earth, I am its sweet smell,
Of the fire I am its red light as well,
Of all beings I am their vital air,
And of the ascetics I am their austerity.

10. The eternal seed of all beings, I am,
The Wisdom of the wise, O Partha!
The intellect of the intelligent,
Know Me, the splendour of the splendid.

11. Strength of the strong I am
Free from passion and desire
Yet right desire I am in all
Who yearn, O Chief of the Bh1ratas!

12. All the three modes that Nature frames,
Serenity or passion or ignorance,
Know they are born of Me alone,
Merged are they in Me, not I in them.

13. The whole world is thus deluded,
By these three modes held under sway,
Therefore it knows not Me,
Who am beyond them all, eternal I stand.

14. Hard it is to pierce the Veil divine
Of the three Modes of Nature,
The Maya of Mine, yet who take refuge
In Me alone can transcend this illusion.

15. Not known I am to evil-doers nor to the foolish
Nor to the base and the wicked nor to those
That are deluded by illusion, nor to who are of
Demonic nature that do not in Me seek refuge.
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4. Kinds of Devotion (Verses 16-19)

16. Four sorts of mortals, Me they worship;
The man in distress, the seeker, O! Arjuna!
Of knowledge and the seeker of wealth as well,
And the man of wisdom that sits certain of Me, enlightened.

17. Of these four, the highest, the nearest, the best
That lasts long is the devout soul intent
Upon Me, dear above all am I to him,
And dearest he is of all unto Me ever.

18. Noble indeed are all these that seek Me
But the sage, I hold, is verily Myself
For, fully harmonised he resorts to Me
Alone as the highest goal realised.

19. At the end of births many
In me, man of wisdom takes refuge,
Knowing that Supreme 'V1sudeva' is All
But very rare is such a great soul to find.

5. Toleration (Verses 20-23)

20. Minds by desire swept away
Men to some lower gods resort
Thus to such rites and rituals stray
Being by their own nature swayed.

21. What ever form with faith earnest
A devotee wishes to worship
That very faith do I corfirm
And make that faith of his steady.

22. With that faith established once
He worships with all veneration
From that deity all his desires he does get
But by Me alone indeed ordained are they.
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23. Yet soon withered is that small fruit
They reap, these men of little minds
Who so worship do go to where they worship
But My devotees do unto Me alone come.

6. The Power of Ignorance (Verses 24-27)

24. Blind are those who think of Me
The unmanifest as being manifested
In My true self not comprehending Me
As the immutable, imperishable, Supreme.

25. By My Yoga Maya veiled are they
To them all not revealed I am;
This deluded world knows Me not
As the unborn and the unchanging.

26. But O Arjuna! I do know all beings
Who were and all who are now,
And all beings who are to be,
Though not one among them knows Me.

27. Born to delusion, all beings, O Arjuna!
Over come by passion for the 'pairs of opposites'
Born of the twain snares of 'Likes and Dislikes',
They all walk be wildered, O Arjuna!

7. The Object of Knowledge (Verses 28-30)

28. But some by their virtuous deeds
Are from all their sins relieved
And from the delusion of the 'dualities'
Stead fast in their vows they worship Me.

29. Who so in Me take sole refuge
For deliverance from decay and death,
They do realise Brahman, the Absolute
And all about the Self and action in its entirety.
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30. Who know that from Me arise
What concerns beings, the gods and sacrifices
With hearts of love and faith, they worship Me,
They find Me and hold Me even in the hour of death.

Here ends the Seventh Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled

"The Book of Realisation"
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At the end of the last chapter the Lord says that who so takes
sole refuge in Him, they do realise Brahman the Self and all about
actions. This gives scope for Arjuna's questions about Brahman. The
Lord answers these questions in this chapter.

Arjuna puts questions in the first two verses – What is Brahman?
What is that which exists in the individual plane? What is action?
What is that which is said to exist in the physical plane? What is that
which is said to be existing in the divine plane. (8-1)

"Who is the entity existing in this body here in the context of
sacrifices? Is it some divine being? Or is it the Supreme Brahman? At
the time of death how are you to be known by people of concentrated
mind?

Answers to these questions by the Lord form the content of this
chapter (8).

1. Definitions (Verses 1-4)

Arjuna said :
1. What is Brahman? What is 'Adhyatma'?

What is Karma? O Purushottama!
What is said to be 'Adhibhutam'?
What again means 'Adhidaiva'?

Note : 'Purushottama' means best of men.

2. In this body what is Adhiyajnah?
And again how, O Madhusudana!
You are to be known, let me know,
At the time of death of the self-controlled?

CHAPTER VIII

THE WAY TO ABSOLUTE BRAHMAN
(AKSHARA BRAHMA YOGA) (Verses 311 to 338)
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Sri Krishna said :
3. Param Brahma I am, Adhyatman

My Being's name, the embodied Self
The creative force is karma called
Whence into existence all beings came.

4. From Nature comes all creation; manifested
In divided forms Adibhuta I am Lord of lives;
Purusha called Adhidaiva I am Lord of gods;
The basis of all sacrifices, here in the body Adhiyajna I am.

2. The Moment of Dissolution (Verses 5-16)

5. Who so ever, at the time of death gives up
His body thinking of Me alone, to Me
He comes forth and My Being he enters into,
No doubt about this, O Arjuna!

6. Of what ever state he thinks giving up
His body at the end, the same state he attains
Being absorbed in the same thought, O Son of Kunti!
Because the soul is fashioned to its like.

7. Have Me, therefore, in your heart always
And fight; your mind and intellect
When set on Me, to Me alone you shall
Surely come, no doubt there is about this.

8. He with never-wavering will of firmest faith
That meditates on Me the Supreme Person
With his thought attuned by constant practice
Shall reach the person Supreme, O Partha!

9. Who ever meditates on the Seer, the Ancient
Being who is the ruler, subtler than,
The subtle, the supporter of all, of form
Inconceivable, resplendent beyond darkness.
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10. Who with mind unwavering at the call of death
With devotion and strength of Yoga, setting
Well in between his eye-brows his life force,
to this Supreme Divine person he attains.

11. That state the imperishable, the sages call Aksharam
To you I shall briefly describe, to where
Have striven Saints and Ascetics, freed from
Passion they lead a life of celibacy.

12. All the gates of his body restrained
His mind with in his heart confined
His life-breath in the head centred
Himself in yoga becomes firmly absorbed.

13. 'OM' the emblem of Brahman uttering,
Me alone as he departs meditating
And this mortal frame abandoning
The Goal highest he does attain.

14. Who so always on Me meditates
With thoughts of none else in mind
Who ever-restrained remains a yogi
Me such a person attains soon, O Partha!

15. To rebirth the great souls fall not Me attained,
In this fleeting abode of misery and pain,
The abode that is ever impermanent,
For, the place of utmost Bliss they have reached.

16. All the worlds, even the world of Brahma
Roll back again to rebirth and life's unrest;
O Arjuna! who ever that reaches Me
Know not, taste not rebirth any more.
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3. Cosmic Cycles (Verses 17-22)

17. A thousand Yugas is Brahma's Day
So too a thousand Yugas make Brahma's Night,
Who ever knows Brahma's Day and Night
He alone then is the knower of day and night.

18. At the dawn of Brahma's Day all the manifested
Spring forth from the unmanifested;
At the coming of His Night they all merge
In that very same called the unmanifested.

19. Yes! the vast multitudes of living beings
Again and yet again born, helplessly expire
At Brahma's Nightfall; at Brahma's dawn
Without their will born are they to new life again, O Partha!

20. But beyond this unmanifested, yet there is
Another unmanifest eternal Being imperishable
Even when all Creatures perish; this unmanifest
The Infinite; the All and the Uttermost.

Note : The unmanifested is Isvara; the uttermost is Parabrahman.

21. Imperishable is this Infinite and unmanifest, Him
They speak of as the Supreme Status;
Who attain to Him return not, that is
Me, I am there, My Supreme abode it is.

22. That Supreme Being, O Partha! in whom
Is all this Creation and by whom
Is all this pervaded, is attained by devotion
That wanders not, the way to reach Him.
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4. The Two Ways (Verses 23-28)

23. Now I shall to you declare, O Arjuna!
How the departed yogis fare
Where they go, never return from,
Where they go for short stay and return.

24. In daylight or the moon's bright fortnight
Or the six months of the sun's northern path,
Departing by this path the knowers of
The Absolute, to the Absolute they go.

25. In smoke, night or the moon's dark fortnight,
Or the six months of the sun's southern path,
By this path departing, the yogis attain the Lunar sphere,
And thence to earth they return.

26. One bright and one dark, these two paths
Are thought to be world's eternal;
By the one he goes not to return
By the other only for short sojourn and returns.

27. Knowing these two paths, O Partha!
Never the Yogi is deluded;
Therefore, at all times, O Arjuna!
Firm you be in Yoga.

28. Richer than holy fruit of the Vedas,
Greater than gifts, prayer or fast,
To such wisdom, the Yogi transcends,
This knowing, to the Supreme Abode of Yogi ascends.

Note : Unfortunately, over the years many interpolations found place
in puranas, smritis and even Brahma Sutras and Bhagavad
Gita are no exception. In the Bhagavad Gita the last five
verses (23-27), of this chapter (8), particularly (verses 24-26)
(12 lines) are an undoubted interpolation.
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In fact as already mentioned else where, the sun's northern and
southern paths and the moon's bright fortnight or dark fortnight have
nothing to do with man's life after death. So we must take a symbolic
view but never verbatim of its meaning. Life is a conflict between light
and darkness. The light makes for release and darkness for rebirth.
Hence an old belief concerned with death and final destiny (eschatology)
is used to illustrate a great spiritual truth that those who are lost in the
night of ignorance go by the path of ancestors and are subject to rebirth,
and those who live in the day of illumination and tread the path of
knowledge obtain release from rebirth.

If we take the sun's southern path as one of darkness it becomes
absurd because in Australia and South America the sun glows in all
brightness in this period and at the same time the northern path will
be dark as it is now away from the glowing sun. What will be the life
after death of any person who departs in the northern part when the sun
is away in the southern path. So the sun's paths have nothing to do with
man's life after death. Similar is the case of the moon's bright fortnight
and dark fortnight.

Man's life after death never depends on climate, time and place
when he departs. It depends only on his mental state when he departs.

Here ends the Eighth Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled

"The Book of The Way to Absolute Brahman"
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In the last Chapter (8-12,13), the yoga of concentration and of
fixing one's own vital force in the head while leaving the body uttering
the single syllable 'OM' which is Brahman, and thinking of Him alone
and thus attaining the Supreme Goal have been explained. Thus after
ascertaining the nature of Brahman that is to be meditated upon; the
goal of one engaged in meditation on It has been stated.

Now in this Chapter (9) the goal of one who is stead fast in
knowledge after ascertaining the nature of Brahman that is to be known
is stated. The Goal or the result has been indicated as the state of
Non-return which infact is realisation of Brahman Itself.

1. The Sovereign Mystery (Verses 1-10)

The Blessed Lord Sri Krishna said :
1. Now to you whose heart rejects not much

Will I open the deepest – concealed secret
That farthest secret of wisdom and knowledge
Knowing which shall set you free from ills.

2. A royal lore! a sovereign mystery
For the soul such light as purges it from every sin
A light of holiness, by direct experience known
Splendid, eternal, easy to practise.

3. They that receive not this, failing in faith
To grasp this great wisdom reach not Me,
O Destroyer of your foes! sink they again
Into the realm of mortal living.

CHAPTER IX

THE WAY TO SOVEREIGN MYSTERY
(RAJAVIDYA-RAJAGUHYA YOGA) (Verses 337 to 372)
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4. All this world is by Me pervaded,
By Me of unmanifest form,
All beings in Me are contained
But not I do abide in them.

5. Yet not in Me are they contained
Behold My mystery divine
Of all beings the source and sustainer though
I am, still I dwell outside of all.

6. As the shoreless air moves every where
But in space it ever abides,
Space holds it but still touched not by it,
Even so in Me do abide all existences.

7. When each Kalpa ends, O Arjuna!
All beings will be back to My Being Come;
Next Kalpa when it begins, all beings
I send them forth again from Me.

8. Presiding over Nature, My outer Self,
This helpless multitude of beings
Again and again I send them forth
By the force of Nature without their will.

9. Yet these great makings, O Dhanamjaya!
Involve Me not, bind Me not, indifferent I remain,
For, seated there I am apart from them
Higher and free, in those actions unattached.

10. Under My guidance, from Nature spring forth
All that is moving or still
By this way alone, O Son of Kunti!
Does this revolving world goes on!
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2. Knowing and not Knowing (Verses 11-15)

11. The deluded ones do Me despise
Seeing Me in human body clad
Knowing not My higher nature
As the great Lord of all beings living.

12. Vain hopes pursuing, vain deeds doing;
Fed on Vainest knowledge, sense lessly
An evil way they seek, of brutes and devils,
That makes them all in delusion fall.

13. But the Mahatmas, O Partha! of noble soul
Who tred the path Divine, do worship Me,
With hearts unwandering knowing Me
The Source, the Eternal Source of all beings.

14. Me at all times glorifying, Me seeking,
Ever with steady vows of reverence,
Me with faith changeless adoring
Me they do worship ever devoted.

15. Yes, Me others too adore offering sacrifice
Of wisdom of their wakened hearts, having
Sense of One pervading Spirit, also as manifold
In every place and in all directions.

3. Immanence of God (Verses 16-19)

16. The Sacrifice am I! the Prayer I am!
Ancestral oblation am I! the heating herb I am!
The ghee am I! The sacred hymn I am!
The flame am I! The offering too I am!

Note : Immanence means indwelling.
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17. Of all this boundless universe, Me the Father,
The Mother, the Grandsire and the Guard,
The Object of Learning, OM the purifier I am!
The Rik, Yajur and Sama as well I am.

18. The Lord, the Goal and the witness I am,
The abode, the Shelter and the Friend I am,
The Ground, the Origin and the dissolution I am,
The Fountain of Treasure and the seed eternal I am.

19. Heat I give, Mine is rain to grant or withhold
Death am I and Immortal Life I am,
Sat and Asat, O Arjuna! I am
Visible Life and Life Invisible too!

Note : Sat and Asat means real and unreal.

4. The Vedic Theory of Heavenly Enjoyments
(Verses 20-22)

20. The knowers of the three Vedas who drink the soma-wine
Are cleansed of sin, Me they worship
For the Way to Heaven, the holy Paradise
Of Indra they attain with celestial joys.

21. Yet they, when that joy enormous is over
Paradise spent and Wages for merits exhausted
Back to the mortal world they come as enjoined
By the Vedas and obtain the changeable once more.

22. The blessed ones who meditate on Me alone,
Turning not anywhere, with minds set fast,
To them who preserve, attainment I bring
And security with full bliss beyond.
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5. Devotion to other Gods (Verses 23-25)

23. Who ever does other gods worship
In simple faith and devotion sincere
Their prayers reach Me alone, O Arjuna!
Though not authorized rightfully.

24. For, I am the Receiver and the Lord also
Of every sacrifice which they know not,
Rightfully My true nature they grasp not,
Therefore, back to the mortal world they fall.

25. Who worships gods, to their gods they go,
Worshippers of Manes, to Manes they go,
To evil spirits given over, to such spirits they sink,
And who so loves Me comes to Me alone.

6. Devotion and its Effects (Verses 26-34)

26. Who so ever in faith and love shall offer Me
A leaf, a flower, a fruit or water,
However poor the offering if made with love,
That offering I accept, made with pious will.

27. What ever work you do, O Arjuna!
Eating, sacrificing, or giving gifts
Offering, praying and fasting do it
But let it all be done for Me, as Mine.

28. So shall you be freed from 'Karmabandh'
The chain that holds men to good or evil issue
With mind on renunciation firmly set
Free you shall become and shall attain to Me.

29. For all beings I am alike, I know not hate
Favour I know not, what is made is Mine,
But them that worship Me with love, I do love,
They are in Me and I am in them.
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30. Even if a man of vile life worships Me
With devotion undistracted turns to Me
Straight away him I reckon righteous
For, rightly resolved ere long he will be righteous.

31. Right and just soon his soul becomes
Shall attain the peace that changes not
O Arjuna! know for certain
Never one can perish trusting Me.

32. Who so takes refuge in Me, O Partha!
Though they be born from the womb of sin,
Women, Vaisyas or disregarded Sudras
Yet the Goal highest they too attain.

33. How much more then, the holy Brahman
And My Royal Saints much devoted;
Into this joyless mortal world, having come
Set your faith and mind fast on Me.

34. On Me, fix your heart and thought
To me be devoted with offerings to Me
You adore Me, with Me as your goal
You strive, then to Me you shall come.

Here ends the Ninth Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled

"The Book of The Way to Sovereign Mystery"
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In the previous three chapters – seventh, eighth and ninth the
reality of the Lord meant by the word 'THAT in the great Upanishadic
saying "THOU ART THAT" both in its qualified state (Isvara) and
unqualified state (Absolute Brahman) is explained. In Chapter VII the
Lord stated His Superhuman powers (7-8) and also in ninth Chapter
(9-16)

Now in this Chapter X those manifestations through which
Lord is to be meditated upon are spoken of. For the sake of knowledge
the reality of the Lord has been repeated here.

1. The Immanence and Transcendence of God
(Verses 1-7)

Sri Krishna said :
1. Listen yet again, O Mighty-armed Arjuna!

To My Supreme Word, for your own Welfare
Uttered to bring you bliss and peace, now that
You My beloved, are taking delight in My words.

2. Neither all gods, nor the great sages
Know not My origin
For, of the gods I am the source
And of the sages great, in every way.

3. Me, the birthless and without beginning
Who knows as the mighty Lord of the worlds,
He, among mortals is undeluded
Is free of all sins and wise, only he.

CHAPTER X

THE WAY TO DIVINE GLORY
(VIBHUTI YOGA) (Verses 373 to 414)
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4. Intellect, knowledge, freedom from delusion
Patience, truthfulness, self-control, peace
Pleasure and pain, existence and non-existence
Fear and fearlessness as well.

(And)

5. Non-violence, equanimity, contentment
Austerity, charity, fame and ill-fame
These different states of beings
From Me alone indeed they spring.

6. The seven great sages of old, the four Manus
As well, originated from My Mind,
And with My essence endowed all, thence
Did arise to fill the world, all the races of men.

7. Who knows this mystic glory of Mine
This yogic power of Mine, that truth of truths
By yoga unfaltering with Me he unites
And know no doubt there is about this.

2. Knowledge and Devotion (Verses 8-15)

8. Yes! Know Me the source of all and from Me
Emanates all the creation, knowing this
The wise with conviction worship Me as God
The source of all forms, the material and efficient cause.

9. Their minds on Me for ever fixed
Their lives to Me givenup wholly
Ever praising Me, each to each
Contented they are rejoicing in Me.

10. To these who thus ever to Me devoted
Worship but Me ever with love
To them a mind of perfect mood I grant
By which unto Me drawn are they.
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11. All for love of them, those same ones,
Remaining with in their heart ever,
Their darkness of ignorance I dispel
With glorious rays of Wisdom's Lamp.

Arjuna said :
12. Yes! The Supreme Brahman you are

The Abode Supreme, The Great Purifier
The God Eternal, The Person Divine, the unborn
The First of Gods, Lord of Lords all pervading.

13. Of you all great sages declare this;
The divine seer Narada, as also Asita,
Vyasa and Devata as well, what now
You yourself to me have declared.

14. All this you say to me, O Kesava!
I hold as true; neither the gods nor the demons
Comprehend your mystery made manifest
Divinest you are verily, a mystery for ever.

15. Yourself by yourself you alone know
The Supreme One you are indeed, the Source
Of all Creation, O Lord of beings!
The God of gods, the Lord of the universe!

3. Seeking the Divine (Verses 16-18)

16. To you alone belongs to tell fully of your
Divine manifestations with no exception
Of those perfections, where by pervading
All these worlds, you do abide in them and beyond.

17. How shall I learn of you, O Yogin!
To know you, though I muse constantly
Under what form of yours unnumbered,
O Blessed Lord! may you be meditated upon?
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18. Yet again recount clear and complete
O Janardana! Great Manifestations of yours,
For, satiated I am not, by hearing
Your nectar-like immortal words.

4. Manifestation of the Lord (Verses 19-42)

Sri Krishna said :
19. Alright! So be it! I will to you unfold now

O Best of the Kurus! My Divine forms
But only those that are prominent
For, manifold they are with no end.

20. The Supreme Self I am, O Arjuna!
Seated deep in every creature's heart,
The beginning I alone am, the middle also,
The very end of beings again I only am.

21. Of the Adityas Vishnu I am, of the lights
The radiant Sun, the Lord of Splendour,
Marichi of the Maruts, the givers Vital airs
And amidst the stars the Moon am I.

22. Of the Vedas the Sama Veda I am
Indra I am of all the gods,
Among the sense organs the mind am I,
And of living beings I am Consciousness.

23. Among the Rudras Sankara I am,
Of the Yakshas and the Rakshas Kubera the Lord of riches,
The god of Fire among Vasus I am,
And of mountain-peaks I am Meru.

24. Among the family priests, O Partha!
Know Me to be Brihaspati, their Chief,
Of the war generals heavenly Skanda I am
Of the reservoirs natural the ocean am I.
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25. Of the great sages, Bhrigu I am,
Of utterances I am the monosyllable 'OM',
The offering of silent meditation,
Of immovables the Himalayas.

26. Of all trees the holy Aswatha,
Narada of the divine seers,
Of heavenly singers Chitraratha,
Kapila of the perfected souls I am.

27. Uchaisravas of flying steeds know me to be
The nectar-born horse of Indra;
Of Lordly elephants, Airavata I am
The monarch I am of all the humans.

28. Of weapons Heaven's thunder bolt am I,
Of the Cows know me to be Kamadhenu,
The God of Love I am of the progenitors,
Of the serpents Vasuki the King I am.

29. Of the Nagas the thousand-fanged Ananta
On whose broad coils leans Vishnu;
Of the water-dwellers Varuna, Aryama of Pitrus,
Of the Law-keepers Yama the Judge I am.

30. Of the demons, Prahlada am I,
Time I am of the reckoners, of the beasts
The Lion am I the King, of the winged
Creatures, Garuda the son of Vinata I am.

31. Of purifiers, the wind I am,
Rama among Warriors,
The alligator of the fishes,
And among the rivers the Ganga am I.
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32. Of Creations, the beginning, the end,
As also the middle am I, O Arjuna!
Of knowledge, the knowledge of Self
As also of debaters, I am reasoning.

33. In alphabet, the letter 'A' I am,
Of knitted words, the Doubles
Also the time eternal I Myself am;
The Creator with face on all sides, am I.
   (or)
The Universal dispenser of 'Karmaphala' am I.

34. The all-devouring death I am,
Of things yet to be, the origin am I,
Of women, fame, prosperity, speech,
Memory, intellect, fortitude and patience I am.

35. Like wise, of Vedic hymns Brihat S1ma,
Of metres, the Gayatri I am,
Of months Margasirsha, Of all seasons,
The flower-bearer spring I am.

36. Of the gamblers, the dice I am,
The splendour of the splendid,
Victory I am and effort too,
The goodness of the good am I.

37. Of the Vrishniclan, V1sudeva I am,
Of the Pandavas Dhananjaya,
Yes! you the winner of wealth;
Of the sages Vyasa, of poets Ushana I am.

38. Of who that punish, the rod I am,
Of seekrs of victory, the wise policy am I,
Of things secret, the silence I am,
Of the wise, the wisdom I am.
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39. What ever is the seed of beings, O Arjuna!
Also that I am; Living or lifeless,
Still or stirring, what ever beings be,
That which exists with out Me, none is there in the world.

40. No end is there, O Arjuna!
To My divine manifestations,
What ever has been declared by Me
Does only illustrate My glory infinite.

41. What every being thereis
With majesty, might, and glory,
Know that from Me tohave sprung forth
From a fragment of My splendour.

42. By having known this 'in extenso'
What gain is there to you? O Arjuna!
This entire universe, I sustain
By only a single fraction of Myself.

Note : 'in extenso' = at full length.

Here ends the Tenth Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled

"The Book of The Way to Divine Glory"
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At end of Chapter (10) the Lord says : "What will you gain by
having known this in extenso? O Arjuna! I remain sustaining the
whole Creation by a single part of Myself." Now Arjuna becomes
extremely eager and wishes to see directly the Cosmic Form of God
manifested as the Universe. All the splendour, wonder and dread of
His Vast, Almighty Univesal Form is displayed here by the Lord. Arjuna
is thrilled, amazed and dazed at the sight of that exalted One's majesty
and radiance.

1. Arjuna's Wish (Verses 1-4)

Arjuna said :
1. This have I heard from you

The unfolding of the Mystery Supreme
Named Adhyatma given by you with Compassion
Comprehending which dispelled are all my delusions.

2. For, I know, O Lotus-eyed!
Whence is the birth of men,
And whence is their passing away,
As also your imperishable majesty.

3. As you have declared yourself to be,
Even so it is, O Supreme Lord!
Still, the glory of your Universal Form
Fully revealed to me I wish, O Best of Men!

4. If you think that by me it can be seen,
O Lord! then make yourself revealed
Your imperishable Self let me see,
O Lord of Yoga! immutable you are.

CHAPTER XI

THE WAY TO THE LORD'S COSMIC FORM
(VISVARUPASANDARSANA YOGA) (Verses 415 to 469)
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2. The Revelation of the Lord (Verses 5-8)

The Blessed Lord said :
5. Behold, then, O Partha! manifest I for you,

My forms divine a hundred-fold,
A thousand-fold that clothe My Mystery,
Various in kind, of hues and shapes diverse.

6. The Adityas, the Vasus, the Rudras, the two
Aswins, as also Maruti, behold!
O Arjuna! wonders unnumbered
Revealed never before, to none save you now.

7. Behold! the whole universe, O Arjuna!
Here to day, moving or unmoving, gathered
All in One in My own body, see Me
See whatever else that you desire to see.

8. With your own eyes, see you cannot,
This form of Mine, the divine eyes I give you,
Have new light! and look at My miracle,
See, this is My glory, the Vision of all in one.

3. Sanjaya Describes the Cosmic Form (Verses 9-13)

Sanjaya said to Dhritarashtra :
9. Then O King! having thus spoken

The Lord of Yoga, Hari to Partha displayed
All the splendour, wonder and dread
Of His Vast Almighty Universal Form.

10. Of mouths many, of eyes countless,
Of many visions of marvel, countless
Forms enfolding in One, of countless
Ornaments radiant, of divine weapons countless.
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11. Garlands divine, garments radiant wearing
With divine perfumes smeared, full of wonders
Of blinding brilliance, boundless and divine
With His faces turned every where.

12. If the light of suns, a thousand
Blazed forth in the sky all at once
May be a semblance of that matchless splendour
Of that exalted One's majesty and radiance.

13. So did Pandu's son behold, the entire
Universe split into many a division
Gathered together into one vast shape,
In one body subtle of the God of Gods.

4. Arjuna's Amazement (Verses 14-31)

14. Amazed, thrilled and dazed, Arjuna
With his hair standing on end, knelt
Before the Lord, bowed down his head
With his palms clasped in reverence, said;

Arjuna said :
15. Wrapped in you, O Lord! all the gods I see

In your frame glorious, as also the varied hosts
Of beings, and Brahma on his lotus throne seated,
And all the heavenly sages and nagas as well.

16. Infinite in form on all sides,
With numberless arms faces and eyes,
But I see not your end, middle or your beginning,
O Form Universal! O Lord of the Universe.

17. Adorned with Crown, discus and mace,
Glowing everywhere with blinding mass of light,
Hard to discern, dazzling on all sides with
Blazing fire and sun, flashing immeasurably.
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18. Imperishable you are, the Supreme to realise,
The ultimate resting place of the universe,
Of the Eternal Law the undying Guardian,
The primal Person you are I think.

19. With no beginning, middle or end of infinite power
With arms many, the sun and the moon as your eyes
With face blazing as fire, mouths set ablaze
With radinace burning up the universe, I see you.

20. Your form alone all the space pervades,
Between earth and heaven in all directions
Your wondrous, terrible form gazing
O Exalted One, trembling are all the worlds.

21. Yonder do hosts of gods your form enter
In terror some extol you with palms elasped,
Bands of perfected sages 'hail' they utter,
You, with hymns of worship ecstatic adore they.

22. The Rudras, the Adityas, the Vasus and the S1dhyas,
The Visvadevas, the Aswins, the Maruti and the Manes,
The Gandharvas in hosts, Ykshas, asuras and siddhas,
Aghast are all these, amazed gazing at you.

23. Seeing your form with mouths and eyes myriad,
O Mighty One! with arms, thighs and feet many
Of bellies many, with teeth sharp and terrible,
All the worlds and I too in great fear tremble.

24. Seeing you touch the sky with many hues blazing
With mouths gaping and large eyes fiery
In fear trembles my inmost soul,
No peace I find, O Vishnu! hard it is to bear.
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25. Gazing your mouths wide open with teeth fearsome
Like all-consuming fire blazing
Sense of directions I lose and no peace I find
O Lord of the gods! have mercy, O Abode of the Universe.

26. Yonder there, into you the sons of Dhritarashtra
Followed by hosts of Kings as also Bhishma,
Drona and Charioteer's son, Karna along
With the chief Warriors on our side as well enter.

27. Rushing are they all into your mouth terrible,
Between jaws fearsome caught are some
Mangled full bodily, heads grounds into dust,
Seen in the gaps between the teeth with their heads crushed.

28. In helpless haste, as many torrents of river
Water in head long furious flow
Straight to the gulfing deeps of ocean
So do these heroes great into your flaming cave.

29. As moths rush into blazing fire
Fluttering only to their fiery doom,
So do these people to their death throng
In haste into your wide gaping mouths.

30. Devouring all the worlds on all sides
With your mouths flaming, you lick them up;
Your fiery rays fill the whole universe
And scorch it, O Vishnu! with radiance fierce.

31. Make me know who you are, of form so fierce,
Salutation to you; O Great God! have mercy,
You, I wish to know, O Primal Being
For, your mission, I know nothing.
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5. Lord is Time The Destroyer (Verses 32-34)

The Blessed Lord said :
32. Time terrible am I, the world-destroyer,

Of all grown in stature, here have I become
Active to consume them; even without you
The warriors all arrayed confronting shall cease to be.

33. You arise therefore and great renown gain,
Conquer your foes and prosperous kingdom enjoy,
By Me alone are they all slain already;
Mere nominal, know, you are, O Arjuna!

34. Slay Drona, Bhishma, Jayadradha, Karna
As also other great warriors who are
By me doomed already, be not depressed
Fight, you will but slay the slain, victory you will get.

6. Arjuna's Praise and Submission (Verses 35-46)

Sanjaya said :
35. Hearing mighty Kesava's words tremblingly

Arjuna clasped his lifted palms
Saluted again prostrating with fear great
In faltering accents to Krishna timorously he spoke.

Arjuna said :
36. Rightly, O Krishna, does the world rejoice,

In glorifying you, delight it gets;
The Rakshasas, in dread sped in all directions
And hosts of perfected ones pay homage in adoration.

37. Why should they not proclaim, O Exalted Self!
You the originator, than Brahma greater
O Infinite Being! God of the gods! abode of the Universe
Imperishable you are, beyond Sat and Asat.

Note : Sat and Asat means 'What is' and 'What is not'.
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38. God, foremost, you are the Person!
The resting place Supreme of the World;
Knower and to be known both you are
By you is the universe pervaded, of infinite form you are!

39. You are Vayu, the Wind, Yama the destroyer
The sea-god Varuna, the God of fire, Agni,
Sasanka the moon and Brahma the grand sire
Salutation to you again and yet again.

40. Hail to you infront, hail from behind
Hai to you on every side, O All!
Infinite in your power, boundless in valour
Everything you pervade and all you are therefore.

41. Being ignorant of this Cosmic Form of Yours,
Or Your greatness, what ever in rashness
I have spoken to you out of my negligence or fondness
O Krishna! O Yadava! O Friend! as my companion.

42. What ever way slighted you may have been,
For fun or in play or on the bed, sitting or at meals
Alone or in company, O unshaken One!
For your pardon I crave, the Incomprehensible One!

43. Of the world, moving or unmoving the Father you are,
Object of adoration, Guru of Gurus, none equal
Or superior none can be to you the Matchless
How can in all the three worlds be anyone greater!

44. Therefore, with body bent before you I prostrate
Adorable God your grace I seek, your forgiveness
I beg you to bear with me as father to his son,
As a friend to his friend, as a lover to his beloved.
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45. Good is it, I did see this marvel unknown
Of your Form! But fear mingles with joy
In myheart, show me your form I know
Have mercy, O Lord, Abode of the universe.

46. Your Form, let me once more see crowned as before,
Mace and discus in your hands bearing
Four-armed shape assume once again
Your Cosmic Form of thousand arms with drawing.

7. The Lord's Grace (Verses 47-55)

Sri Krishna said :
47. By My Grace and My mystic spell, O Arjuna!

Was shown to you this Form Secret and Supreme,
Shining, infinite, universal and primal
None else except you had favour to behold before.

48. For, not by the Vedas, nor sacrifices, nor alms
Not by rites, nor penance long, nor works well-done,
In this world of mortals can I be seen in this form
By any one else but you, O Hero of the Kurus!

49. Let no more fear shake you, no more delusion
Seeing this form terrific of Mine, As I before
Have been, so will I be for you
With heart lightened, behold Me in the form familiar.

Sanjaya said :
50. The words to Arjuna having spoken

Krishna straight did reveal His own form again;
By assuming the form serene, the exalted one
Peace and joy did restore to the terrified Arjuna.
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Arjuna said :
51. Now that I see you come back, O Janardana!

To your human form gracious, self-composed
Have I now become collected in mind,
Restored to my normal nature again I am.

The Blessed Lord said :
52. What you have seen in this form of Mine

Indeed very terrible it is to see
Ever eager are even the gods and long
For a Vision of this form of Mine.

53. Not by the Vedas, nor by penance long,
Nor by gifts, nor by sacrifices,
Shall any one so behold the Form
That you have seen Me in now.

54. But by devotion unwavering to Me,
Am I in this rare form known and seen
Truly and entered into union fully.
O oppressor of the foes, O Arjuna!

55. Who does all for Me, as the goal supreme
Upon Me he looks, devoted is he to Me
Free from attachment and hatred to any one
To Me he attains, O Arjuna!

Here ends the Eleventh Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled

"The Book of The Way to the Lord's Cosmic Form"
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In Chapter (11) Verses 50, 51, 52 after the Lord resumed His
own serene form making Arjuna become calm in mind and regain his
natural state, the Lord said, "This form of Mine is very hard to see.
Even the gods are ever eager to see this form."

The Lord possessed all the powers of Yoga. The power of
bringing about Creation, existence and destruction and merger of the
whole universe. Now the question is, what for was the Cosmic Form
revealed to Arjuna? The Lord showed His qualified, serene form as
Sri Krishna and also revealed the unqualified Cosmic Form of the
Absolute Brahman. The answer is that the qualified Brahman (Saguna
Brahman) as Krishna was shown as the object of meditation and the
unqualified Absolute Brahman (Nirguna Brahman) the Cosmic Form
was presented as the object of Knowledge. This fact is explained in
detail in this Chapter (12).

1. The Manifest and the Unmanifest (Verses 1-8)

Arjuna said :
1. O Lord! of the devotees true in heart

That serve you as God revealed,
Or who worship you as the unmanifest;
Which of them are the yogis best?

Sri Krishna said :
2. Who ever worship Me as I show Myself,

Ever earnest in full devotion fixed
Endowed with faith supreme,
Those hold I as the yogis best.

CHAPTER XII

THE WAY TO DEVOTION
(BHAKTI YOGA) (Verses 470 to 489)
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3. But those worship the Imperishable,
The undefinable, the Unmanifest
The Omnipresent, the Unthinkable
The Immutable, the Immobile, the Eternal;

4. By all their senses well controlling
Being every where even-minded
In the welfare of all beings rejoicing
These blessed souls also come unto Me indeed.

5. Yet, harder the travail is for such
That set their minds on the unmanifest
For, that viewless path to that unmanifest
Scarce it is to all the beings embodied.

6. But who so to Me all their actions dedicate,
Intent on Me ever and for ever
And with concentration single-minded
Through meditation upon Me unwavering.

7. Whose thoughts on Me fixed ever,
Straight away them I deliver
From life's ocean of distress and death
With birth, rebirth recurring, O Partha!

8. On Me alone let your mind dwell
With heart and mind clasp Me alone,
So shall you dwell surely with Me
On high, no doubt there is of this.

2. Steps in Worship (Verses 9-12)

9. But if your thought from such height droops,
Weak if you are to set your mind on Me,
Despair not! seek to reach Me
By practice of Concentration, O Dhanamjaya!
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10. Even to practice if unable you are,
Then make My service your aim supreme,
Work for Me, toil in work pleasing to Me
For, he that works for love of Me, Me shall attain.

11. Even this if unable you are to do,
Then bring Me your failure, take refuge in Me
Be subdued self and discriminative
And let fruits of your actions be renounced.

12. Superior indeed is knowledge to mere practice,
Yet better is meditation than knowledge,
Better still is renunciation of the fruit of action,
On renunciation follows immediately Eternal Peace!

3. The True Devotee (Verses 13-20)

13. Who hates none of all which lives
Living himself benign and compassionate,
Free from arrogance and self-sense,
Serene he is, ever minded in pain or pleasure.

14. Contented ever is Yogi, firm in faith
Given up to Me, his mind and intellect,
Vowed unto Me, his heart and soul,
He, My devotee, is dear to Me.

15. Who troubles not the world, nor
Troubled by the world; clear of wrath
Lives too high for joy, jealousy, grief or fear,
He too is to Me dear always.

16. Who, no expectations has and is serene
Dexterous, indifferent and unperplexed
From all initiative detached and well-balanced,
That Devotee of Mine, to Me is dear.
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17. He who rejoices not, scorns not,
And grieves not, desires not; good or evil
Who lets hap remaining unconcerned
Devoted thus to Me that man is dear to Me.

Note : hap = chance occurrence

18. Who unto friend and for keeps equal heart,
With mind even bears shame and glory,
With equal peace takes heat and cold, pleasure and pain
From all attachments free he remains.

19. Alike praise or Censure he holds,
Restrained, content with anything that comes
Homeless he remains, yet is firm in mind
That man in Me steadfast, dear he is to Me.

20. But most of all, those happy ones I love,
Who, as the Supreme Goal, hold Me,
And practise the nectar-like Virtue as taught
The devotees they are to Me the dearest.

Here ends the Twelfth Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled

"The Book of The Way to Devotion"
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What is the Field (Kshetra)? and who is the knower (Kshetrajna)?
These two constitute the content of this Chapter (13).

Nature consisting of the three qualities (Gunas : Sattva, Rajas
and Tamas) is the Field and Isvara (God, Saguna Brahman – not Siva)
the controller of the qualities in the cosmic sense is the knower. With
reference to the individual sense Nature transformed into individual
bodies with organs is the Field. Individual bodies are different as
Nature looks different from place to place and time to time. The organs
subserve the ends of the body – enjoyment and also Liberation of the
Individual Jiva or Soul. The Self in the individual is not separate and
cannot be discriminated. This Self when embodied just becomes the
individual Soul or Jiva, not transformed as Jiva really.

Now a doubt arises. As already said the bodies are distinct and
separate. How can then there be no difference of Jiva with respect to
each body? The Jivas are subject to transmigration and so they have
to be distinct. But they are not distinct being from One Supreme Self
which is not subject to any transmigration.

Therefore it should be said that transmigrations and differences
are not in fact the characteristics of the Self. They are just imagined
through ignorance. Hence the Jiva does not have transmigration and
difference. As long as the Jiva is in a particular body. 'It' is the knower
of the 'Field' (body). Thus the Jiva in each Field is only one and the same
and remains changeless when it is viewed distinctly from the 'Field' –
the body with organs and mind.

The body with organs and mind is the replica of Nature and Jiva
is the image of the eternal and changeless universal Self.

CHAPTER XIII

THE WAY TO THE FIELD AND THE KNOWER
(KSHETRA, KSHETRAJNA VIBH!GA YOGA)

(Verses 490 to 523)
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This is what is established in this Chapter (13).

1. Definition of the Field and the Knower! (Verses 1-6)

Arjuna said :
Of Prakriti, Life that is seeming and Purusha, Self beyond,
Of Field that is seen and Knower who knows it.
Of Knowledge and object that is to be known,
Now would I like to know, O Kesava!

Note : This Verse is not found in some editions. Hence it is not
numbered here. If numbered the total verses will be 701.

Sri Krishna said :
1. This body of yours, O Son of Kunti!

Is what is by name Field known,
And he who understands there of
Called he is the Knower of the Field.

2. In all 'fields', O Arjuna!
Know Me as the Knower of the field,
The Knowledge of the field and its Knower
As true Knowledge do I regard.

Note : Field or the body is Kshetra. Knower or the embodied Jiva
is Kshetrajna.

3. Hear from Me in brief what Field is,
What qualities it has and whence it is,
What its changes are and who the Knower is,
And who to Him the powers belong.

4. Of this has been sung by sages vividly
In hymns various and distinct
Also reasoned well and decisively expressed
In the aphorisms of Brahman.
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5. All the great gross elements five, self-sense,
Intellect as well, the vital force unmanifest,
The organs ten as also the one, mind,
With the objects of sense five.

6. Desire, dislike as also pleasure and pain,
The aggregate, intellect and patience,
Thus in brief the Kshetram, the Field
With its modifications has been spoken of.

2. Spiritual Knowledge (Verses 7-12)

7. Absence of pride, and absence of deceit,
Non-violence, patience and uprightness,
Reverence for the teacher, purity of mind and body,
Steadfastness and self-control as well.

8. Contempt of sense-objects, egoism avoided,
Insight into the evils of this mortal life,
Perception of the certitude of ill
In birth, death, age, disease and sickness.

9. Detachment, non-clinging to son,
Wife, holding lightly unto home,
With an ever-tranquil heart
In good or bad whatever happens.

10. With a will set firm to worship Me
Me only! Ceasing not in devotion;
Loving solitude and shunning
Noise of Crowds foolish and ignorant.

11. Perception of Self-Supreme to reach,
An insight to attain into the Knowledge of Truth,
True Wisdom it is, this is declared
And what is otherwise is ignorance.
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12. Knowledge best to know, now will I speak of,
By knowing which is gained life eternal;
The Truth of Him, the Para-Brahman,
Said to be neither Being nor non-being.

3. Lord as the Knower (Verses 13-18)

13. Everywhere His hands are and feet everywhere
With eyes, heads and faces on all sides,
With ears to hear on all sides. In the world
He dwells pervading and enveloping all.

14. Glorified in the senses He has given,
Yet beyond any of the senses, He is,
Sustaining all, yet remains He unattached
Neither Form nor mode has He, yet enjoys them all.

15. With or without all beings He is
Unmoving He is yet still moving,
Too subtle to be known He is
Close to all, to each, yet immeasurably far.

16. Not manifold and yet subsists
In all that lives; Sustainer of all for sure,
He is to be known as Creator also destroyer,
He makes all to end and recreates afresh.

17. The Light of Lights He is, said to be
Beyond all darkness; Knowledge He is
Of all Knowledge, object and goal,
Seated in every heart shining eternally.

18. So have I told of Field in brief,
Of Knowledge and the object as well,
Who so of My devotees comprehends thus
And perceives this, shall surely come to Me.
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4. Nature and Spirit : Matter and Mind (Verses 19-23)

19. Know you that Prakriti and Purusha
Both have no beginning
Also know that all Gunas and Changes
Of them are by Nature wrought for sure.

Note : Prakriti and Purusha are Nature and Self, also Matter and
Mind.

20. The cause of effect, the instrument
And agent as well Nature is said to be;
The cause, Purusha is said to be
In regard to feeling of pleasure and pain.

21. Purusha, the self lodging in Prakriti, the body,
Enjoys the Gunas born of Prakriti
To the Gunas his attachment brings forth
In good or evil wombs his rebirth again.

Note : Body is 'K1rya' the effect. The organs or the senses existing in
it are 'K1ranas' the cause. 'Kartavya' the agent Prakriti
(Nature). 'Purusha' is Self. Prakriti is Maya the source of the
body. Gunas are qualities or Modes. They are the cause of
the senses.

22. Purusha, the Spirit Supreme in the body
The witness He is, the Permitter and the Sustainer
As Great Lord dwelling in body as Jiva,
Also the transcendental Self-Supreme, He is called.

23. Who so thus knows Soul the Purusha and
Prakriti the body with Gunas together,
In whatever manner he remains
Never again shall he be born.
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5. Different Paths to Salvation (Verses 24-34)

24. Some few there are who by meditation
Find the Self and others see Self in the soul
Some others by the path of Samkhya Yoga
Still others by the path of works, Karmayoga.

Note : Samkhya Yoga here stands for 'Jn1na'.

25. Some others of these paths ignorant
Hear of this from others and seize
Cleave to it by devotion sincere
Certain it is they too overpass Death.

26. What ever thing, moving or unmoving
Comes into being, O Arjuna!
From the Field alone do they spring
With the Knower of the Field united.

27. In all alike, who ever sees indeed
The Lord Supreme eternal and imperishable,
While living amid the perishing
He alone himself sees verily the Universal Self.

28. Who so thus beholds everywhere
In every form the same One, Living Life
No more Wrong does he to his True Self;
Then to the Goal Supreme does he attain.

29. Who so thus knows by Prakriti alone
Are all actions in every way done;
Sees like wise the Self as the witness alone
Not the doer verily the Seer Self is.

30. Who so sees the mass of manifold
Living things, each of its kind emanates
From One and from that One spreads out,
He indeed himself then becomes identified with Brahman.
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31. This Self Supreme without a beginning
Unqualified and immutable, O Arjuna!
Neither It acts nor takes stain of acts,
In the body it dwells but remains detached.

32. All pervading ethereal space, yet not tainted
For its sheer subtlety; so is the Self
Subtle and everywhere It sits in the body,
Yet unstained It remains ever.

33. The all-piercing sun, though one
Illumines the whole world; O Arjuna!
So too the Self, the Knower of the Field
Though one, illumines the Whole Field.

34. Who so by their eye of wisdom perceive
Thus the Field and the Knower of the Field
And the distinction between, as also from Nature
The deliverance of beings, to the Supreme they attain.

Here ends the Thirteenth Chapter of
Gita Upanishad entitled

"The Way to the Field and the Knower"
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The Verse (13-26) in Chapter (13) says, after refuting the view
of the Sankhyas who hold that there is no God, that the association of
the 'Field' and Knower of the 'Field' is under the control of the Lord.

Any object moving or non-moving comes into being from the
association of the Field and the Knower of the Field. (13-26)

The Knower's contact with the qualities ('Gunas') is the cause of
births in good or evil wombs (13-21). It is stated now in this Chapter
(14) that with which 'Guna' how the contact occurs; which are the
'Gunas' and how they bind.

'Gunas' have been referred to as Matrix. Matrix is a mould in
which a thing is cast or shaped. An environment or a substance in
which a thing is shaped can also be called Matrix. For that matter womb
is also a Matrix. Gunas are the Matrix of beings. Now it has to be
stated how deliverance of beings from Gunas can be effected, then how
to identify a liberated person.

The Lord speaks in the first two verses of this Chapter (14) of
the subject-matter that is going to be stated elaborately.

1. The Cause of Creation (Verses 1-4)

Sri Krishna said :
1. Yet further, once again shall I declare

The wisdom supreme, the highest and the best
That which possessing the great sages all
From this world to the highest have passed.

CHAPTER XIV

THE WAY OF THE THREE GUNAS
(GUNATRAYA VIBHAGA YOGA) (Verses 524 to 550)
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2. By rising into identity with My own nature
Resorting to this Knowledge mature,
Not born they are at the time of Creation,
Nor at dissolution do they suffer pain.

3. The Mighty Prakriti, My Womb it is
In which alone My seed I nurture
From which is born all Creation
With all beings, O Scion of Bharata Dynasty.

4. Whatever manifestation it is, O Arjuna!
The womb which ever its origin
Of them Brahma the Creator is the womb
And the seed-giving Father I am.

2. Definition of the Gunas (Modes) (Verses 5-20)

5. Sattva, Rajas and Tamas the three Gunas
Goodness, Passion and dullness, of Nature
Are born. The immutable Self, the Jiva
These three bind down in the body mutable.

6. Where of, 'Goodness' by its purity
Illumination it causes enlightenment;
To happiness and to knowledge by attachment
The embodied Jiva it binds, O Sinless One!

7. Know from desire does 'Passion' spring,
Being born of hankering and attachment
The embodied Soul it binds, O Son of Kunti!
To action, breeding, impulse and tendency.

8. Know from ignorance is 'Dullness' born
All embodied beings does it delude
To stupor, sloth and drowsiness
Does it bind down, O Arjuna!
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9. 'Sattva' binds souls in happiness to body,
'Rajas' does bind one to toilsome strain,
But 'Tamas' veiling the beams of wisdom
Does bind the Soul to sloth, O Arjuna!

10. When Sattva prevails, overpowered
Are Rajas and Tamas; Rajas
When predominant does over power the other two,
Even so Tamas when dominates does blot the rest.

11. When through all the gates of this body
The beams of wisdom do radiate
Then indeed should one know
That Sattva settled in the City of the body reigns.

12. Where greed rises, longing, unrest
Impulse to strive and gain, these from
Rajas springup and passion does dominate
Know this, O Best of the Bh1ratas!

13. Darkness and dullness, sloth and slupor
When these prevail, O Descendant of Kuru!
Know that dominance has Tamas gained
With marks of T1masa temperament.

14. Further when the embodied soul does depart
While in Sattva it is fixed,
To the Place pure and perfect, of those
That know the Truth Highest it goes.

15. Departing with 'Rajas' in prevailing state
The Soul is born among those tied to action;
In hardened 'Tamas' when it meets death
Is born again in the Wombs of the deluded.
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16. Different are the fruits of the 'Gunas' distinct;
Of 'Sattvic' action good and pure is the fruit,
Of 'Rajasic' action lust and toil is the result,
Of 'Tamasic' action ignorance and darkness result.

17. From 'Sattva' arises the light of wisdom,
From 'Rajas' greed, error and pain appear,
Nothing but ignorance that is darkness deeper
As also dullness and delusion from 'Tamas' do grow.

18. Who so established in 'Goodness' rise ever higher,
The 'Passionate' in the middle region remain,
The 'Dull' steeped in the lowest 'Guna'
Sink back to lower deeps loaded with witlessness.

19. No other agent than the 'Gunas' the seer perceives
On this stage of life the only actors are the 'Gunas',
What rules beyond the 'Gunas', the wise knows
Then does he come near unto Me!

20. The soul embodied transcending the three 'Gunas'
That from body spring, freedom it attains
From Birth, Death, Sorrow and Age;
The Life Immortal does the soul attain then.

3. Beyond the Three Gunas (Modes) (Verses 21-27)

Arjuna said :
21. Oh! Lord! which are the signs to know

Him that has gone past the three Gunas?
What way does he live? And what way
Does he go safe beyond the Gunas threefold?
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Sri Krishna said :
22. Who so does not anytime shun

Lustre of 'Goodness', stripe of Passion
And sloth of 'Ignorance' when they arise
Nor longs for them when they cease, O! Arjuna!

23. Who so sits unconcerned in their midst,
Unruffled by the 'Gunas' and stands apart,
Remains serene knowing the subtle truth
That only the 'Gunas' their part are playing.

24. Alike in pleasure and pain who so is self-assured,
Who so sees a clod, a stone, a piece of gold as same,
Who so holds the same calm for the pleasant and unpleasant
Who so is firm-set, well pleased in praise or blame.

25. Who so is same in honour and dishonour,
Who so is alike towards friends and foes as well,
From all initiative of action who so is detached
Above the Gunas such one is said to have risen.

26. Who so with fervent love and devotion adores Me,
Passes the hold of the Gunas threefold,
Fit is he too for becoming Brahman
Having thus attained fitness for liberation.

27. Such one attains to Me, for, the Abode
Of Brahman I am, the Immortal,
And the Imperishable, the Eternal One
The Dharma and the Bliss Absolute I am!

Here ends the Fourteenth Chapter of
'The Gita Upanishad' entitled

"The Book of the Way of the Three Gunas"
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In the Chapter (14) it is said that Gunas are the causes of world
by bondage. After explaining the Gunas the Lord said, "Liberation,
identity with Brahman is attained by transcending the Gunas through
My Worship". (14-26)

It means that the actions of those who perform their rites and
duties and also of those who follow the path of knowledge are at His
disposal. Regarding this an apprehension is possible, how through
Devotion to Krishna, a human being, identity with Brahman is attained.
The lord clarifies this in the next verse in Chapter (14) (14-27). "I am
the abode of Brahman, the Immortal and the Imperishable, the eternal
Law and Absolute Bliss."

All this means that those who fully know the reality of the Self
attain identity with Brahman. This aspect is elaborated in this Chapter
(15) which as such becomes a smooth extension of Chapter (14). The
Lord explains in this Chapter (15) His own real nature. The reality of
the Self is illustrated to Arjuna through the imagery of the Peepal tree.
This Chapter opens with this imagery.

1. The Tree of Life (Verses 1-6)

Sri Krishna said :
1. Men speak of the immutable Asvatham,

The Peepal Tree as having its roots above
And branches below, Vedic hymns are its leaves
Who so knows this the knower of Brahman will he be.

2. Its branches all above and below spread out,
By Gunas nourished with twigs as sense objects,
Stretched below are its rootlings in the mortal world
Even as deeds of men that from Gunas take birth.

CHAPTER XV

THE WAY TO THE SUPREME SELF
(PURUSHOTTAMA YOGA) (Verses 551 to 570)
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3. Thus is not here perceived its real form
Nor its end, nor its beginning nor its continuity,
The roots of this Asvatiham deep and firm.
This tree having cut off with sword of non-attachment.

4. Then that state beyond this Asvatham be sought
Into which entering they do not return again
Saying, "In that Primal Person refuge I seek
From whom alone has sprung all this Creation."

5. Freedom from all attachment, pride and delusion,
Who so with all desires stilled, ever to the
Supreme Self devoted, from pain and pleasure
Liberated, undeluded to that eternal state they go.

6. Where no sun does illuminate, nor the moon
Nor the fire; My Supreme state verily
Is that; that Light Supreme of My state
Once reached none does return back.

2. Lord as the Life of the Universe (Verses 7-15)

7. Verily, a fraction of My own Self sets forth
Unto this world as a living soul embodied, eternal,
Draws to itself the senses and mind the sixth,
Its roots in Nature still are stored.

8. The Sovereign Soul when a body assumes
And when the same He finally leaves
Gathers these senses with mind up and goes
As the wind from the flower-beds their scents blows away.

9. Ear and eye, touch and taste and smell
Over them presiding, the sense-objects,
The sentient Mind as well, these He enjoys
Which his thought-organ projects.
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10. The deluded ones mark not the Self
Indwelling, when He goes or comes,
Nor when His pleasure He takes with 'Gunas' along
Only those with the eye of Wisdom see Him.

11. The Enlightened, they perceive
That Self in themselves; but
The unlightened discern not this One in them
Having mind unkindled and ill-informed.

12. Know to be from Me alone
The gathered glory of the sun
That the whole world illumines
That which is the moon, the fire and splendour.

13. Through My power into the earth I penetrate,
And to all things their life energy I lend
Sapful soma (moon) I become to glide into plants
Thus all herbs I nourish with springing sap.

14. Fire of digestion in the bodies
Of beings, I become respiring with
Outward and with inward breaths,
The four-fold food I thus assimilate.

15. In the hearts of all beings I ever dwell;
From Me are memory and knowledge
As also their loss; I am indeed the One
By all Vedas known, the author of Vedanta, and the knower

of the Vedas.

3. The Supreme Self (Verses 16-20)

16. Twofold are the beings in this world
The One imperishable, the other perishable.
The perishable are all things that exist
That which is apart, imperishable It is.
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Note : The imperishable = 'Maya' the power of the Lord.

17. Yet other than these two there is One
Higher still is He, the Highest of all;
The Supreme Self known as, He is Eternal,
All the worlds He fills and sustains them as well.

18. Excel thus beyond the perishable
And the imperishable as well, I do;
Hence the Purushothama I am called
And in the Vedas also so extolled I am.

19. Being thus undeluded who so knows Me,
The Supreme Being, the Knower of all
Is he and Me he worships with all his being,
All understanding he alone is, O Arjuna!

20. Thus has been the most secret doctrine
By Me revealed to you, O Sinless One!
Who so understands this will be wise
And will have his duties fulfilled, O! Arjuna!

Here ends the Fifteenth Chapter of
'The Gita Upanishad' entitled

"The Book of the Way to the Supreme Self"
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The divine and demoniacal natures of beings were already referred
to in the Chapter (9). The same is presented here in this Chapter (16)
more elaborately. This Chapter opens with the description of Divine
Characteristics (16-1)

Fearlessness, purity of mind, steadfastness in knowledge,
concentration, charity, self-control, study of scriptures, austerity and
uprightness are some of the divine characteristics. Ignorance of the way
of action or the way of purity, lacking purity, good conduct and
truthfulness are some of the demoniacal characteristics. This differen-
tiation is elaborated in this Chapter.

1. The Divine Nature (Verses 1-3)

Sri Krishna said :
1. Purity of mind, fearlessness and charity,

In Knowledge and Yoga constant steadfastness,
Selfcontrol and sacrifice, study of scriptures,
Humbleness, austerity and uprightness.

2. Non-violence and truthfulness,
Wrathlessness, tranquility, compassion,
Non-maliciousness, and non-covetousness,
Gentleness, modesty with steadiness.

3. Vigour, forgiveness and fortitude
Purity, hatelessness, no arrogance
Such are the signs, O Arjuna!
Of him born with divine nature.

CHAPTER XVI

THE WAY TO THE DIVINE
AND THE DEMONIAC

(DEV!SURA SAMPAD VIBH!GA YOGA)
(Verses 571 to 594)
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2. The Demoniac Nature (Verses 4-20)

4. Ostentation, arrogance, self-conceit,
Quickness to anger, rudeness
And ignorance, these, O Partha!
Belong to him born with demoniac nature.

5. To deliverance, the divine nature makes way,
Into bondage the demoniac nature drags,
Grieve not! O Son of Pandu!
For, born you are with assets fully divine.

6. Marked are two stamps on all living beings,
Divine and undivine; the Divine I have
Spoken to you at length, O Partha!
Hear from Me now of the undivine.

7. They the demoniac comprehend not
What to do and what to refrain from,
Neither purity nor good conduct
Not even truthfulness in them does exist.

8. Unreal this world is and baseless, not a Lord
It has – so say they; not a law
Nor an order it has they contend,
Nothing in short but a House of Lust it is.

9. Holding fast to this view these ruined souls
Of feeble understanding and the deeds fierce,
Rise up as enemies of this world of beings
And for its destruction they give up themselves.

10. Surrendered to desires insatiable, full of
Hypocricy, folly and pride in excess
Though delusion holding on to their wrong views
Caught into this course impure they act.
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11. With many hopes and cares obsessed
Ending only when they are dead,
Gratification of sensual enjoyment
As their highest aim, convinced that this is all.

12. Slaves to ther passion and wrath
With base deeds they amass wealth
Their boundless lust to gratify
Bound by hundred ties of desire and hope.

13. "This today has been gained by me;
This desire I shall soon attain,
This already is mine and more
Of it also shall be mine in future."

14. "By me this foe is slain today,
Others also of ours to-morrow,
I shall slay, the lord and enjoyer
I am, successful am I and mighty as well."

15. Rich am I and of noble birth
Who else is there equal unto me?
Sacrifice I shall, I shall give, rejoice I shall"
Thus they say by ignorance deluded.

16. By many a fancy bewildered
In the mesh of delusion entangled
To the gratification of desires addicted
Down to foul hell they fall.

17. Self-conceited, stubborn with pride
Filled with vanity and arrogance of wealth,
Sacrifices they perform with but a show
Of reverence, not made in piety of ancient faith.

18. Thus vowed to self-hood and insolence
To lust and wrath as well, these blasphemers
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Me they despise with hate and envy deep,
Ignorant of My abode in themselves and others.

19. Cruel, evil, vile, lowest and least of men
Whom I hurl down again and yet again at the end
Into some devilish womb birth by birth for ever
Whence the devilish wombs re-spawn them all.

20. Thus into demoniac wombs fallen
Birth after birth these deluded beings
Do never attain to Me, O Son of Kunti!
But into the lowest state they fall.

3. The Consequences (Verses 21-24)

21. Threefold are the gates of Hell
Where by men to ruin pass,
The door of lust, the door of anger
The door of greed; one should, therefore, shun them.

22. Who so is liberated from these three
Gates to darkness, O Son of Kunti!
What is good for his soul does he,
And thus to the Supreme Goal attains he.

23. Who so the scriptural law discards
And acts as the impulse of his desire prompts him;
Neither perfection nor happiness gains he
Nor to the Supreme Goal attains he.

24. Therefore, your authority let the scriptures be
To decide what is to be done and what not,
Knowing hence what scriptures declared
Your duty in this world should you perform.

Here ends the Sixteenth Chapter of
'The Gita Upanishad' entitled

"The Book of the Way to the Divine and the Demoniac"
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There are three kinds of actions. The actions of those, who being
aware of the scriptural instructions, deliberately ignore them, lacking
faith in them; which are demoniac actions; Then there are the actions
of those who know the scriptural instructions and follow them faithfully,
which are divine actions; Lastly the actions of those who ignore scriptural
instructions due to laziness but verily follow them without knowing
them, but in conformity merely with the behaviour of the elders which
are actions based merely on faith. Actions are the basis of any yoga.

The faith is three fold. It is born of their nature, good, passionate
or dull. Man is the nature of his faith. What his faith is, that verily he
is. This faith is shaped and activated by the three Gunas : Sattva, Rajas
and Tamas. This forms the content of this Chapter (17).

1. Three-fold Faith (Verses 1-6)

Arjuna said :
1. Those who all Vedic norms for sake

But with faith sacrifices they offer,
What is their position? O Krishna
Is it of goodness, or of passion or of dullness?

Sri Krishna said :
2. Threefold the faith is of living beings

And from these three qualities each springs
From their nature, Good, Passionate and Dull,
About them, listen now in full.

3. Faith of each person, O Arjuna!
Conforms itself to what he truly is,
Of the nature of his faith, a man is made up;
What his faith is, that, verily, he is.

CHAPTER XVII

THE WAY TO THREE-FOLD FAITH
(SRADHATRAYA VIBHAGA YOGA) (Verses 595 to 622)
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4. The Good souls worship the true gods,
The demi gods and the demons the Passionate worship
While others, the men of Dullness (Ignorance)
The spirits and ghosts they do worship.

5. Those men, vain and proud impelled by
Lust and passion, practise bitter penance
Enjoined not by the scriptures and austerities
Violent, flouting thus all scriptural norms.

6. Those men, beset by passion, violent, wild
And senseless torture the elements in their body,
As also Me with in it dwelling, know that
Such witless ones to be of demoniac resolve.

2. Three-fold Food (Verses 7-10)

7. Even the food that is dear to all
Is three fold for all mankind;
So is there three fold way of gifts
Austerifies and sacrifices, hear this of Me.

8. The foods that augment life, energy,
Strength, health, cheerfulness and joy;
Sweet, soft nourishing and agreeable which are
Liked are these by the Sattvika, the Good.

9. And there be foods that are bitter,
Sour, saltish, hot, pungent and harsh
Burning as well producing pain, grief, disease,
By the 'Rajasika' the passionate is such food relished.

10. And then there is food foul, tasteless,
Putrid, stale, left-over and harmful,
A feast of rottenness, as such only for the lips
Dear is this food to 'Tamasika' the Dull.
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3. Three-fold Sacrifice (Verses 11-13)

11. Thus with sacrifice, that too is three fold;
The sacrifice offered in the scriptural way
For no reward but with firm belief that their duty
It is, done for its own sake is it by 'Sattvika'.

Note : Here sacrifice does not mean Yajna or Ceremonial sacrifice of
the Veda. Sacrifice in the Gita is sacrificial action in general
('tyaga').

12. Sacrifice offered expecting reward
Or for the sake of display and repute,
Be sure of this, O! Arjuna
With a stamp of passion, to be 'Rajasika'.

13. Sacrifice not in conformity with laws,
With no chanting hymns and without faith,
With no food-giving and with no alms,
But with a mark of 'dullness' to be 'T1masika'.

4. Three-fold Penance (Verses 14-19)

14. Worship of the gods, of the twice-born,
Of teachers and of the wise; purity,
Honesty, Vows of Brahmacharya and nonviolence
Are said to be the penance of the body.

15. Words causing no man woe, words ever true
Words gentle and pleasing and beneficial too
As also regular recitation of the Veda
These make the true penance of Speech.

16. Serenity of mind with kindliness,
Self-control with calmly silence,
All these with purity of mind,
Austerity of this kind is the penance of Mind.
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17. Such three fold austerity, in highest
Piety practised with faith supreme
By hearts devoted with no hope of gain
Is said to be 'Sattvikam' – Good.

18. Such asterity practised is proud display
Only to win fame, honour and adoration
And that with ostentation, only unstable
And transitory, is said to be 'Rajasikam' passionate.

19. Such austerity with obstinacy perverted
To torture self or for the purpose of
Ruining another out of foolishness
Is verily 'Tamasika' – dull and illnature.

5. Three-fold Gifts (Verses 20-22)

20. Gifts with a sense of duty given
Without any return expecting
At the right place and time offered
To a worthy person are 'Sattvika' – Good.

21. The gift selfishly given for favour
In return or for some fruit sought
Or the gift with a grudge offered
Such is but 'Rajasika' – Passionate.

22. The gift meanly flung, at evil time
In wrongful place, to recipient not worthy
Made in disdain or with no proper treatment
Is gift of 'Tamas' – Dullness.

6. Mystical 'OM TATSAT' (Verses 23-28)

23. 'OM TATSAT' symbol three fold it is
Of Brahman by Vedantists extolled;
Thus of yore were ordained places
Brahmanas, Vedas and sacrifices.
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24. Therefore with the utterance of 'OM'
Sacrifice, gift and penance,
As in the scriptures enjoined
Are ever offered by the knowers of Brahman.

25. With the utterance of the word 'Tat'
The acts various of sacrifice and penance
For seking salvation are done
But aiming not at the reward.

26. Employed is the word 'Sat'
In the sense of reality and goodness;
So also is the word, O Partha!
Used for any action auspicious.

27. Devotion to sacrifice, penance and charity
As 'Sat' is also spoken of by scholars;
So too, even the action meant for these
Verily is called as 'Sat'.

28. Oblations offered, gifts made and austerities
Without faith done, called are they
As 'Asat', hence, O! Partha!
Neither here nor after do they bear fruition.

Here ends the Seventeenth Chapter of
'The Gita Upanishad' entitled

"The Book of The Way to the Three Fold Faith"
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This Chapter (18) in fact sums up the message of the whole Gita.
The Verse (18-78) is as a matter of fact the whole Gita in a single verse,
because the teaching imparted in the previous chapters is summed up
here. Destroyed is the illusion of Arjuna.

"Yatra yoge0varah k4=7o

yatra Partho dhanudharah

tatra 0r2r vijayo bh3tir

dhruv1 n2tir matir mama."   (Gita 18-78)

This is the closing-verse of the Gita. Sri Krishna is the Lord of
Yoga, and Arjuna the archer surely shall not fail. Where ever they are
I am sure there will be blessing, victory, fortune and morality, says
Krishna.

When the human soul becomes enlightened and united with the
Divine, fortune and victory, welfare and morality are assured. We are
called upon to unite vision (yoga) and energy (dhanush) and not allow
the vision to degenerate into madness or the energy into savagery.

This Chapter (18) also puts together the entire purport of the
Vedas. It also clarifies the distinction between the implication of the
two words 'Sannyasa' and 'Tyaga' as wished by Arjuna.

Thus ends this Song that comes
Of Arjuna and how with God he spoke;
The 'Song Divine' that reveals
The high truth of Yoga and the Cosmic form of the Lord.

The whole of the Gita, picturesque aand dialogue oriented looks
more like a sensational stage-play. Hence the need of prelude and
Finale. This last chapter is like the Finale of this great and unique play.

CHAPTER XVIII

WAY TO LIBERATION AND
RENUNCIATION

(MOKSHA SANYASA YOGA) (Verses 623 to 700)
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1. Renunciaton and Relinquishment (Verses 1-12)

Arjuna said :
1. I now desire to know, O Mighty-armed Krishna!

The true nature of renunciation as also
Abandonment of action, O Hrishikesa!
Distinctly differentiated, O! Slayer of Kesini!

Sri Krishna said :
2. The giving up of works by desire prompted

The sages call it Renunciation
Sannyasa also called; leaving the fruits of action
Declare the learned as 'Relinquishment' – 'Tyaga'.

3. All action as evil is to be renounced
Say some among the learned;
But sacrificed, gifts and penance
Are to be given up, others declare.

4. Hear Me now for certain
Of 'Relinquishment', O Arjuna!
Giving up fruits of action, O Best of men!
Is of threefold form, it is declared clearly.

5. Sacrifice, alms and penance
Are ever not to be given up by any one
But indeed are to be gladly performed,
For, these three alone are purifying waters for true souls.

6. Yet must be performed even these works high
Not longing for fruits by them produced
And yielding not to any attachment,
This My Judgement firm and insuperable.

7. But to abandon the work daily
Obligatory never is justified for ever
So to abstain does from ignorance spring
Nature of 'T1masa' declared it is to be.
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8. Neglecting deity for fear of pain
Since grievous to body it is thought to be
Is only of "passionate kind" – 'Rajasic';
Never does it win 'Relinquishment'.

9. A prescribed duty who so does, O Arjuna!
As a thing ought to be done
With all attachment renounced, also
The fruit given up, 'Sattvika' it is – Goodness.

10. Endued with 'Sattva' the relinquisher
Having his doubts entirely dispelled,
Neither is he to agreeable work attached
Nor does he hate the work not agreeable.

11. Being embodied none can stand
Wholly aloof from act; yet
Who so abstains from the fruit
Real relinquisher indeed is he.

12. Pleasant, unpleasant and mixed
Three fold the fruit is of action
Follow death of the non-relinquisher,
None there is for relinquisher.

2. Work is a Function of Nature (Verses 13-17)

13. Learn of Me, O Mighty-armed!
These factors five declared
In Sankhya taught as necessary
for all actions to be accomplished.

Note : 'Sankhya here means Vedanta' says Sankara.

14. First the seat of action-the body and then
The agent; next the instruments various
And the fourth, efforts special and manifold
The presiding Providence being the fifth of these.
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Note : Original Sanskrit Verse (XVIII-14) and explanation.

"adhisth1nam tatha karth1

Kara7am ca prathagvidham

vividh10 ca prathakcasta

daivam caiva'tra pancamam."   (18-14)

1. Adhisht1nam = the locus (position), the body tatha = similarly.

2. Kartha = agent or cause. They are five.
egoism (ahamkara)
ahamkara. internal organ
Buddhi = intellect
Vijnana = understanding
Though the Self is not the doer but being witness it
starts activities. So the Self is included in the causes.
They are thus five.

3. Karanam Ca = tatha or similarly the organs
Prathag Vidhan = of different kinds (Twelve in number)

Sense organs : 5; motor organs : 5; mind and intellect : 12

4. Prathak Cesta = distinct activities or efforts
Ca (tatha) = similarly
Vividhas = of various kinds or many

5. daivam = Providence or the divine : Sun and others who are the
                 presiding deities, according to Sankara.

eva = this
atra = here
caiva = similarly
pancamam = the fifth to make the number five – This gives the

meaning that all the five are 'not-selfs'. They are
material and imaginary.

The locas or the body; similarly, the agent; similarly, the different
kinds of organs; similarly, the many and distinct activities and
similarly the divine, the presiding deities who are here surely the
fifth.
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15. What work so ever any mortal does
Be it by body, speech or mind
Whether it is just or its reverse
By these factors five does he that.

16. Such being the case, who so ever
With mind all perverse perceives
The Self Absolute as the sole agent;
He knows nought at all and sees nought.

17. Who so from egoism is free, whose
Intellect is stained not, though
These people he slays, neither
Does he slay, nor is he bound thereby.

3. Knowledge and Action (Verses 18-28)

18. Knowledge, the thing known and the mind
That knows – the threefold incitement
To action these are; the instrument, the action
And the agent, threefold are these of action.

19. Knowledge, action and the agent
The threefold constituent they follow,
Differenced are they by three dividing qualities;
Hear now which be the qualities dividing them.

20. True knowledge there is; learn by which
To see one Changeless Being in all beings;
One Inseparable in all things separate
Sattvic – Good Knowledge, know it to be.

21. 'Imperfect' knowledge there is, that which
Sees the separate beings variant as distinct;
By reason of their separateness, holds them real,
Passionate – 'Rajasic', know that to be.
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22. 'False' knowledge there is that which
Blindly clings to one single form
As if it were the whole, seeking no cause
Not grasping the real, 'dull' – Tamasic, know it to be.

23. 'Right' action there is that which is obligatory
That which is performed daily for duty
With no attachment, not for love, nore hate nor gain
'Sattvic' such action with no desire for fruit.

24. 'Vain' action there is, that which men pursue,
straining to gratify desires, impelled
By sense of self with all absorbing stress for result
'Rajasic'  Passionate such action.

25. 'Dark' action there is, when one does a thing
Out of delusion heedless of its effect,
Heedless of loss or injury to others or of his own ability
'Tamasic' – dullness, such action.

26. The 'rightful' doer there is, who acts
Free from egoism and desire, humble, resolute
In success or failure steadfast;
'Sattvik' such impassioned doer.

27. Then 'passionate' doer there is, hankering
For fruit of action, greedy and harmful,
Slave by turns of joy and sorrow,
'Rajasic' such passionate doer.

28. Further 'due' doer there is, vulgar,
Obstinate, deceitful, indolent, dejected
Procrastinating and malicious as well,
'T1masic' such one of dullness.
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4. Threefold Understanding (Verses 29-32)

29. Hear, too, of intellect and fortitude
The threefold distinction on 'Gunas' depending
How these are set apart by qualities
Fully and separately, O! Dhananjaya!

30. Sattvik that Intellect, which knows action and
Withdrawal, what is duty and what not
What should be feared and what not
What binds and what emancipates, O! Partha!

31. That Intellect with a false notion of
What is right and what is wrong
What must be done and what must not,
Marred is the Intellect by Passion – Rajasic, O! Partha!

32. That Intellect in darkness wrapped
Looks upon Vice as Virtue,
Sees all things contrary to the truth,
Born of 'Tamas' – Dullness it is, O! Partha!

4. Threefold Steadiness (Verses 33-35)

33. The Steadiness, unwavering by concentration
Where by a man masters his mind,
His breath of life and his senses as well,
Born of Sattva it is Goodness, O! Partha!

34. Stained is the Steadiness, where by a man
To duty, pleasure and wealth holds fast,
Desiring the fruit in consequence there of,
Rajasic it is – Passion – stamped, O! Partha!

35. Corrupt is the Steadiness, by which a man
To sleep, sloth, despair, grief and folly
Holdson, to sensuality as well in all foolishness;
Tamasic it is in darkness enveloped, O! Partha!
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6. Threefold Happiness (Verses 36-40)

36. Hear further from Me, O Chief of Bharatas!
The three kinds of happiness too there be;
That in which all men rejoice by long practice
And reaches in which the end of sorrows.

37. Bitter at first as poison to the soul,
But in the end sweet as the taste of 'Amrit',
Which springs from clear knowledge of the Self,
Born is that Happiness of 'Sattva', Goodness it is.

38. Nectar-like is its first taste that from
The bond between sense and sense-objects springs,
But into bitter poison it turns at the end,
'Rajasic' is such happiness, passionate it is.

39. Foul and 'dark' the Pleasure is which springs
From sleep, laziness, negligence and delusion
At first and at the last, and all the way of life
Born is such joy of 'Tamas', dullness it is.

40. Nothing lives on earth, nor among the gods
In heaven free from the 'Gunas' three;
No such entity not bound with these three,
All the three Gunas by Nature framed.

7. Determination of Duties (Verses 41-48)

41. Of Brahmins, of Kshatriyas, and of Vai0yas,
As also of Sudras, O Conqueror of the foe!
Distinguished is their work by reason of the Gunas
Threefold born of each one's nature.

42. A Brahmin's virtues born of his nature are
Serenity, self-control, austerity, purity,
Patience, uprightness, wisdom, faith in God,
And to know the truth of things which be.
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43. A kshatriya's glory, born of his nature, lives in
His vigour, valour, steadiness, resourcefulness,
Fleeting not even in a battle and generosity
And noble mein as of a lord of men.

44. A Vai0ya's task born of his nature is
Agriculture, tending cattle and venture trade.
A Sudra too has his duties suiting his nature,
Service in need to the other three cases.

45. Who so performs – deligent and content
His own duty, what ever it be, lays hold
Of perfection, listen now how in his duty
Engaged gains in due course perfection.

46. Perfection he finds through devotion, wrought
By work, to Him that is the source of all
Which exists; By whom the universe is pervaded,
Performing, hence, his own duty does attain perfection.

47. Better is one's own duty, though done with fault,
Than another's duty well performed;
No sin does any one incur
By doing his own duty his nature ordains.

48. The duty suited to one's nature, O! Arjuna!
Should no one give up, though faulty it be,
For, all duties by defects are clouded
As every flame is wrapped in smoke.

8. Karma Yoga and Perfection (Verses 49-60)

49. Whose intellect is unattached every where,
Who has his mind unfettered, and self
Subdued, desires for ever have fled, only
He through renunciation transcends all work.
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50. Hear from Me, in brief, O, Son of Kunti!
How, having attained perfection, one attains
Brahman that supreme consummation
of wisdom, the highest height of all.

51. Devoted with intellect grown pure
With self-control and restraint firm,
From sound and senses turning away,
With attraction and aversion cast away.

52. Dwelling in solitude, eating but little
With speech, body and mind tamed,
Ever in holy meditation and yoga
Engaged and from passions liberated.

53. With self-sense, attachment, pride,
Desire, anger, superfluous possessions,
Cast aside, egoless and tranquil in mind
Such a one grows to be one with Brahman.

54. That one, having become one with Brahman,
And having attained the blissful Self,
With sorrows no more and desires no more
Loving all beings alike, attains devotion supreme to Me.

55. By the same love and worship
Does he know Me as I am, Who I am,
Then having known Me in truth
Into Me straight away enters he forth with.

56. What so ever deeds he does
In Me taking refuge forever
And ever, by My Grace eternal
He reaches My abode everlasting.
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57. Surrendering to Me in thought
All actions, accepting Me as the Supreme,
With your mind ever on Me fixed
By resorting to the concentration of your intellect.

58. Live with your thought on Me fixed,
Have faith in Me, all difficulties
You shall vanquish by My Grace; but
From egotism if you heed not, perish you shall.

59. Relying on egotism in self-conceit
If you say "I will not fight", Vain will be
Your resolve; your nature of a Kshatriya
Will in all certainty spur you to the war.

60. What you do shun by delusion misled,
O Son of Kunti! you shall do even against
Your will when the task comes to you
Waking the promptings in your nature set.

9. The God with in (Verses 61-62)

61. In the hearts of all beings there abides
The Lord, O, Arjuna! making them
Revolve by subtle pulling-string
As if on a machine mounted they were.

62. In Him alone take refuge
With all your being, O Arjuna!
By His Grace attain you shall
Eternal abode of supreme peace.

10. The Supreme Word (Verses 63-66)

63. Thus has been imparted to you by Me
This Truth of Truths, the Mystery
More hidden than any secret mystery
Reflect on it fully, then act as you choose.
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64. Listen once more My word supreme
The utmost secret of all
Precious you are to Me, well-beloved!
As such what is good for you, I shall tell you.

65. Give Me your mind, adore Me, cling
In faith and love and reverence to Me!
So shall you come to Me. I promise you,
For, dear you are to Me forever.

66. Abandon all duties, come to Me alone
Making Me your single refuge at once
All sins, I will free you from,
Be relieved and grieve not.

Note : With the maturity of spiritual practice three types of surrender
to God come about – 'I belong to Him', 'He belongs to me
indeed', and 'I am He indeed'. If we put it in another way,
'Tasyaiva aham'. I am His. I have nothing to fear 'Tavaiva
aham' 'Thou art mine' 'We are together'. 'Tadeva aham' God
who is everywhere is with in me.

Devotion to God comes about in three stages. Primary in human
being is fear. Fear always, hinders the way to attain knowledge of
Brahman. But this Fear is entirely physical. This fear is the main cause
for man's degeneration into a number of mean acts. Even devotion is
becoming entirely physical instead of spiritual. To getout of this middle
three stages are suggested in devotion.

'I am His'. This is the first stage when he thinks, 'I am His and
He is with me'. 'I have nothing to fear'. Thus devotion starts with the
feeling, 'I am He'. This leads to a stage ecstasy which is an overwhelming
feeling of joy or rapture. It is devotional frenzy or trance like state.
Hence there is no scope for direct experience of God. If frenzy is
controlled mind gets tranquility. Then he gets nearer to God.

As he acquires more knowledge his mind becomes calm and he
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rises from 'I am His' stage to 'He is I'. He experiences a mental Vision
of God. But it remains only for a few minutes as he has not yet reached
perfect tranquility. He goes on searching for God everywhere. This is
the stage of 'gopikas' searching for Krishna everywhere.

Then man reaches 'Brindavana' stage. This is the last and the
highest. 'Gopikas' see Krishna everywhere. This is the spirit of
Bhagavadgita. God who is everywhere, is also within me. Reaching this
stage is the ultimate goal of a devotee. He realises the Truth that God
is one and men call Him by different names and every particle in his
body is God.

'Thou art That' is the ultimate stage to reach. That which is Sat
– Existence itself – 'That thou art'. This then is the fundamental truth
of the philosophy of the Upanishads – the identity between Brahman
and Atman, between God and man. When this stage is reached our
mind gets illumined and this enlightenment makes self-surrender to God
easy with no hindrance at all.

Some look upon this Verse as the final Verse of the Gita because
it reveals the essence of the Gita. "Self surrender is knowingly to live,
move and have our being in God." Now coming the actual verse
(18-66) we find the first line may cause some misunderstanding.

"Sarva dharm1n parityajya" – abanding all duties : this stands
contrary to what is said in 'Karma Yoga' Chapter 3, Verse 5 : "Because
no one can ever remain for a moment without doing work. For, everyone
is made to work helplessly under compulsion by the impulses (Gunas)
born of Nature. Without work life cannot be sustained. Action is
unavoidable while life remains."

As Words Worth said :

"The eye cannot choose but see,
 We cannot bid the ear be still
 Our bodies feel where'er they be
 Against or with our will".

To be free from desire, from the illusion of personal interest, is time
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non-action and not physical abstention from activity. Therefore the
meaning of the Verse (18-66) comes to this : Do all your duties without
hankering for fruits. A life of non-attachment in the midst of duties
combined with the knowledge of the nature of one's immutable eternal
Self is the real message of the Bhagavad Gita.

Now we go to the next Verse (18-67).

11. The Reward (Verses 67-72)

67. Hide, what I have spoken to you,
From him that has no faith,
From him who is not austere and
Also speaks ill of Me and never renders service.

68. But amid the flock of My lovers
Who so imparts this great secret
To My devotees with devotion matchless to Me,
He shall to Me alone come, no doubt.

69. None among men shall you find
Doing any service dearer to Me,
Nor shall there be any one dearer
To Me in this world than person.

70. Furthermore, who so studies this sacred
Dialogue of ours, from him
I would surely receive
The sacrifice of knowledge, so I hold.

Note : Sacrifice of knowledge = Jnana Yajna.

71. Who so, full of faith listens to this
With no feeling of jealousy, even he
Surely being liberated shall attain
The Hallowed World where the Blest rest in joy.

Note : Anas3ya = Without making petty objections.
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72. Has this been heard by you, O Partha!
With mind intent? Has all your delusion
By ignorance caused, been dispelled
From your mind? O Dhanamjaya!

12. Arjuna's Delusion Dispelled (Verses 73)

73. Destroyed is all my delusion,
By your Grace regained is my memory,
Now am I fixed, my doubts fled away
As you declare, so will I do, O Krishna!

Note : The purpose of the Bhagavadgita stands concluded. Now
Sanjaya speaks of his experience.

13. Sanjaya's Recollection (Verses 74-78)

Sanjaya said to King Dhritarashtra :
74. Thus gathered I this wondrous dialogue

Of Krishna and the high-souled Arjuna,
With delight I listened to this unique speech
That made all my hair stand on end.

75. By the grace of Vyasa the great
Have I heard this high truth
This yoga by Lord Krishna Himself taught
By the Lord of Yoga in person, so is shown.

76. As I recollect again and again
All this dialogue marvellous and holy
Of Arjuna and Krishna, O King?
Great is my thrill of joy when on that splendour I muse.

77. As often as I recall how Krishna's Self
Made known, the most wondrous transfiguration
Of Krishna as the universal form, O King!
Struck with wonder I am and I rejoice for ever and ever.
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78. Hail Krishna, Lord of Yoga and Arjuna
The archer, surely they shall not fail;
Where ever they are, I am sure there will be
Blessing, Victory, for time and unfailing morality.

Here ends the Eighteenth Chapter of
'The Gita Upanishad' entitled

"The Book of The Way to Liberation"
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23. WHAT IS BHAKTI?

Names and forms and symbols do not matter, provided the hold
on the Reality is unshaken. Worship of Personal God is not gross idolatry
as it is often termed. The true devotee never loses sight of the Reality.

A beautiful 'abhanga' of Tukaram speaks of it clearly. The poet-
saint sings :

"I made an earthen image of Siva
 But the earth is not Siva;
 My worship reaches Siva,
 The earth remains the earth it was.
 I made a stone image of Vishnu
 But the stone is not Vishnu;
 My Worship reaches Vishnu,
 The stone remains the stone it was.
 I made pewter image of Amba,
 But the pewter is not Amba;
 Amba receives my worship,
 Though the pewter that pewter remains.
 Even so are saints worshipped,
 The worship reaches the Lord,
 The saint is but His servant
 An instrument, a conduit pipe."

As quoted in "The Gita According to Gandhi". This is translation by
Vasudeva Kirtikar in his book. 'Studies in Vedanta'.

Bhaktiyoga is concentration on work or duty for the Lord. Even
if it looks impossible, it is real Bhaktiyoga – 'renunciation of the fruit
of all action'. From mere mechanical performance one rises to perfected
renunciation : the mere practice leads on to a knowledge of its essence,
this knowledge makes one concentrate one's energies on it and thence
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springs the perfected renunciation of fruit which brings everlasting peace.
(Gita XII – Verses 8 to 12)

These verses contain the quint essence of 'Bhakti'. Bhati is no
mere emotional rapture but the very perfection of humility and service
of all that lives; it inclues the extinction of all 'otherness' and ill-will,
and contentment in willing surrender, freedom from all depression and
elation and a life in which the 'bhakta' feels at ease with the world and
the world feels at ease with him, where his whole joy is to do His
will. And verily the man who fulfils all His will, declares the Lord, "is
the 'bhakta' after Mine own heart". That is the essence of 'bhakti', the
very core of 'dharma'. Dearest to the Lord are they whose life is an
expression of 'bhakti' whether they are worshippers of the Personal or
the contemplative devotees of the Impersonal. (Bhagavadgita – Chapter
XII Verses 13 to 20).
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V. THE UNIVERSAL
IDEAL OF THE GITA

Loka Sangraham : Gita Chapter III (Verses 20 to 26)

The ideals of the Gita are reflected everywhere. Particularly these
ideals are well reflected in the famous Gujarati song written by a
famous saint-poet of Gujarati Literature, Narasimha Mehata and was
popularized by Mahatma Gandhi. Followers of Vishnu become ecstatic
when they hear this song. The song is 'Vaishnava Jana to tene kahiye'
which very well reflects the universality of the Gita.

'Vaishnava Jana to tene kahiye' was Gandhi's most favourite
lyric. It became so popular that there were many renditions by M.S.
Subbalaxmi, Pandit Jasraj and others. There are many translations and
adapted versions into English. One such adapted version is presented
here. The adaptor's name is not known.

"A godly person is one
 Who feels the pain of others;
 Who shares another's sorrow,
 And for ever disdains pride.

 One who respects the entire world,
 Speaks not a word of evil against any person;
 Who remains steadfast in word, body and mind.
 Blessed is the mother who gives birth to such a child.

 One who looks upon everyone as an equal and has
   renounced avarice,

 And who honours women like their mother;
 Whose tongue knows not the taste of fasehood till

  their last breath,
 Nor covets another's wealth.
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 One who does not desire worldly things,
 And treads the path of renunciation.
 Ever on their lips is God's holy name;
 All places of pilgrimage are within them.

 One who is not greedy and deceitful,
 Has conquered lust and anger.
 The author of this poem would be grateful

to meet such a soul,
 Whose virtue liberates their entire lineage.

Now let us see what the Gita says (III – Verses 20-26)
This is what is called "Loka Sangraham" (III-20)

"Hence for world-welfare to sustain
 Action you should embrace." (3-20)

"For, what ever best men do
 That, the multitude will follow." (3-21)

"Nor anything more to attain
 Still ever engaged I am in action." (3-22)

"If I act not, earnest and watchful
 Who ever looks to Me for guidance
 To sloth again they sink back;
 For, My foot steps they follow every way." (3-23)

"Ruined all the world will be
 Doing work if I cease
 Creator of disordered life I will be
 The world's destruction the result will be." (3-24)

"From attachment to work the ignorant act
 Even so the wise should act but with no attachment
 For the welware of the world they do act
 Ever free from any attachment." (3-25)
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"Let us wise not unsettle the ignorant
 Who to their work are still attached;
 In a spirit of yoga the wise should act
 Devoted to work he should make them." (3-26)

"Don't you find the underlined similarity between
 These verses of the Gita and the lyric

"Vaishnava Jana to"?
 Yes! there is because, infact, 'Loka Samgraham'
 – Welfare of the world – is the ideal of the Gita.
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25. FINALE

O! The Lord of Yoga
Thus ends this 'Song Celestial' that comes
Of Arjuna and how with God he spoke;
The 'Song Divine' that reveals
The high truth of Yoga and the Universal Form

of the Lord.

This 'Song Divine' by Vyasa composed,
In the great epic, Mahabharata,
Now into English Verse translated,
My humble dedication it is to the Lord of Yoga.

May all be happy.

Last Note
Deny no one can that one day
The outer Reality Science will unravel,
As Yoga does the inner Reality;
Of one Reality twin aspects both are;
Also the Message of the 'Song Celestial'
Which it forms in no mean measure.

Epitome
Who so lives devoid of longing
With all desires abandoned
With no sense of 'I' and 'mine'
Peace eternal he attains.
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